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Landauer’s Principle states that the energy cost of information processing must exceed the product
of the temperature and the change in Shannon entropy of the information-bearing degrees of freedom.
However, this lower bound is achievable only for quasistatic, near-equilibrium computations—that
is, only over infinite time. In practice, information processing takes place in finite time, resulting
in dissipation and potentially unreliable logical outcomes. For overdamped Langevin dynamics,
we show that counterdiabatic potentials can be crafted to guide systems rapidly and accurately
along desired computational paths, providing shortcuts that allows for the precise design of finite-
time computations. Such shortcuts require additional work, beyond Landauer’s bound, that is
irretrievably dissipated into the environment. We show that this dissipated work is proportional
to the computation rate as well as the square of the information-storing system’s length scale. As
a paradigmatic example, we design shortcuts to erase a bit of information metastably stored in a
double-well potential. Though dissipated work generally increases with erasure fidelity, we show that
it is possible perform perfect erasure in finite time with finite work. We also show that the robustness
of information storage affects the energetic cost of erasure—specifically, the dissipated work scales as
the information lifetime of the bistable system. Our analysis exposes a rich and nuanced relationship
between work, speed, size of the information-bearing degrees of freedom, storage robustness, and
the difference between initial and final informational statistics.
PACS numbers: 05.70.Ln 89.70.-a 05.20.-y 05.45.-a
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I. INTRODUCTION
Information processing requires work. For example,
no less than kBT ln 2 of work must be supplied in or-
der to erase a single bit of information at temperature
T [1]. More generally, Landauer’s Principle bounds the
work investment by the change in the memory’s Shannon
entropy [2]:
〈W 〉 ≥ kBT ln 2 (H[Y0]−H[Yτ ]) . (1)
Here, Y0 and Yτ are random variables describing initial
and final memory states, and H[Y ] = −∑y Pr(Y =
y) log2 Pr(Y = y) denotes the uncertainty in bits of a
random variable Y .
Mathematically, information processing is described
by a communication channel [3] that maps an ini-
tial distribution Pr(Y0) to a final distribution Pr(Yτ ).
Physically, a memory is realized by a system whose





states {y}. The simplest example is a Brownian par-
ticle in a double-well potential, with two deep wells rep-
resenting the y = 0 and y = 1 states of a single bit of
information. More generally, the collection of all possible
memory states Y = {y} represents a mesoscopic coarse-
graining of the space of explicit physical microstates
X = {x} of the memory device. Information processing is
implemented by varying the system’s energy landscape so
as to drive the flow of probability between memory states
in a controlled fashion, to achieve a desired computation.
A computation can be implemented to achieve the Lan-
dauer bound, Eq. (1), by varying the energy landscape
infinitely slowly, so that the system remains in metastable
equilibrium from beginning to end [4, 5]. Such qua-
sistatic computations, however, take infinitely long to
implement. For computations performed in finite time
the underlying physical system is driven out of equilib-
rium, resulting in the irretrievable dissipation of energy
into thermal surroundings. The problem of minimizing
this dissipation has recently been explored in the linear
response regime, using the tools of geometric thermody-
namic control [6–9].
In the present work, we consider the separate problem
of how to implement a computation rapidly and reliably.

























2the energy landscape of a system, so as to produce a
desired computation in a given time interval, no matter
how short its duration τ . In effect, we place a premium
on speed of computation rather than energy efficiency,
although we then proceed to analyze the energetic costs
of rapid computation.
To achieve rapid and precisely-controlled information
processing, we use recently developed tools from the field
of shortcuts to adiabaticity [10]. Specifically, we apply
generic methods of counterdiabatic control of classical
overdamped systems [11], which were inspired by pioneer-
ing experiments on the engineered swift equilibration of
a Brownian particle [12]. The results we obtain are not
limited to the linear response regime—they remain valid
even when the system is driven far from equilibrium dur-
ing the information processing.
For concreteness, we show how to apply counterdia-
batic control to erase a single bit of information rapidly
and accurately, but our approach generalizes to other
cases of information processing. To embed the memory
states Y physically, we consider a one-dimensional po-
sition space X governed by overdamped Fokker-Planck
dynamics. The energy landscape at the beginning and
end of the protocol is the double-well potential shown
in Fig. 2, with a barrier sufficiently high to prevent
the leakage of probability between the two wells. Thus,
the landscape provides a means of storing information
in metastable mesoscopic states. As we will show, coun-
terdiabatic control of the potential can be used to drive
any initial distribution over the memory states to any de-
sired final distribution in finite time—in fact, arbitrarily
rapidly. Mirroring results in geometric control, we show
that the work required to perform this counterdiabatic
process decomposes into a change in free energy, which
captures Landauer’s change in state space, plus an addi-
tional contribution that scales as the rate of computation
and the square of the length scale of the information-
storing potential [7]. This additional work is proportional
to the global entropy production and so quantifies ther-
modynamic inefficiency.
Our approach reveals additional trade-offs beyond that
between computation rate, length scale, and thermody-
namic efficiency. We show that dissipation also increases
with the difference between initial and final bit distribu-
tions of the computation and with the robustness of infor-
mation storage. In this way, we give a more complete pic-
ture of information processing beyond Landauer’s bound.
Rather than a tradeoff between information and energy,
more complex tradeoffs are revealed between informa-
tion, energy, statistical bit-bias difference, speed, size of
the memory states, and information robustness.
II. THERMODYNAMIC COMPUTING
What is physical computing? At the outset, infor-
mation must be encoded in collections of microscopic
states X of a physical system. Let Y denote these
information-containing microstate groups—the accessi-
ble memory states [13, 14]. By manipulating the physi-
cal system, a microstate collection evolves, transforming
the information it contains. Generally, an information
processor has only partial control over and knowledge of
the underlying microstates of its physical implementa-
tion. We now consider how such information processing
can be modeled by stochastic dynamics governed by a
controlled potential.
A. Memory States and Symbolic Dynamics
There are many ways to form memory states out of
physical microstates. Here, we choose a framework for
information erasure and general information processing
in which the physical degrees of freedom X participate
in metastable equilibria. Each metastable equilibrium
is a microstate distribution that corresponds to a mem-
ory state y ∈ Y. For example, we can have memory
states Y = {0, 1}, such that they are stable for inter-
mediate, if not asymptotically long, time scales. The
coarse-graining c : X → Y of physical states to form
the informational states specifies the memory alphabet
Y = {c(x)|x ∈ X}. This translates a distribution Pr(Xt)
over physical microstates x ∈ X to a distribution Pr(Yt)
over informational states y ∈ Y. In this way, controlling
a physical system determines not only its raw physical
dynamics, but also the symbolic dynamics of the infor-
mational states [15].
We use random variable notation, Pr(Xt) =
{(x,Pr(Xt = x)), x ∈ X}, common in symbolic dynam-
ics [16], rather than ρ(x, t), which is more standard in
stochastic thermodynamics, due to its specificity and
flexibility. The probability of being in microstate x at
time t is expressible in both notations Pr(Xt = x) =
ρ(x, t), but the random variable notation works with
many different distributions over the same microstate
space X . And so, rather than specify many different
probability functions, we specify their random variables.
Other advantages of this choice is that it readily expresses






Pr(Xt = x) log2 Pr(Xt = x) . (2)
While not all of the potential functionality is used in the
following, a number of benefits will follow in due course.
3B. Overdamped Fokker-Planck Dynamics
The first challenge of thermodynamic computing is
to control a system’s Hamiltonian over the physical de-
grees of freedom X such that the induced microstate dis-
tribution Pr(Xt) at time t matches a desired distribu-
tion Pr(Xdt ), where Xt and X
d
t are the random vari-
ables for the actual physical distribution and desired
physical distribution, respectively, at time t, each real-
izing states x ∈ X . The second challenge, which we
come to later, is to associate the microstate distribu-
tions with mesostate distributions that support the de-
sired information-storing and -processing.
We consider a Hamiltonian controlled via a potential
energy landscape V (x, t) over the time interval t ∈ (0, τ),
where x ∈ X . We will demonstrate that one can exactly
guide an overdamped Fokker-Planck dynamics in one di-
mension along the desired time sequence of distributions
Pr(Xdt = x), resulting in a powerful tool for thermody-
namic control and information processing.
In fact, overdamped stochastic systems are a promis-
ing and now common framework for elementary thermo-
dynamic information processing [17, 18]. With a single
physical degree of freedom X = R, one information pro-
cessing task is to change the initial distribution to a final
distribution in finite time. The actual microstate distri-
bution Pr(Xt) obeys the Fokker-Planck equation:











∂2 Pr(Xt = x)
∂x2
, (3)
where V (x, t) is the potential energy landscape at time t,
T is the temperature of the thermal environment, and µ is
the inverse friction coefficient. Recall that the Boltzmann
equilibrium distribution:




is a stationary distribution for the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion if the potential is held fixed at time t. That is,
substituting into the righthand side of Eq. (3) yields:
∂ Pr(Xeqt = x)
∂t
= 0 .
III. WORK PRODUCTION DURING
COUNTERDIABATIC PROTOCOLS
Next, we identify how the evolution of the physi-
cal distribution yields useful changes in memory states
that robustly store a computation’s result. We break
the development into two parts. This section consid-
ers counterdiabatic Hamiltonian control of the physical
states x ∈ X such that they follow specified distribu-
tions Pr(Xdt ) over the time interval t ∈ (0, τ) [11]. For
the resulting finite-time protocol, we determine the work
production and show that it increases with both the
size of the memory states and the speed of operation,
if the overall computational task is fixed. This holds
for any counterdiabatically-controlled computation. The
subsequent section then addresses the particular compu-
tational task of information erasure in a bistable poten-
tial well. While the analytical and numerical results there
do not explicitly generalize to other computational tasks,
they introduce general relationships between dissipated
work, information storage robustness, and computation
fidelity that hold broadly.
A. Inverse Problem for Thermodynamic Control
For a specified potential V (x, t), the Fokker-Planck
equation Eq. (3) evolves an initial distribution Pr(X0)
to a density Pr(Xt) at any later time in the control in-
terval t ∈ (0, τ). Together, the probability density and
potential determine the average energy expended as work







dxPr(Xt = x)∂tV (x, t) . (5)
What if, rather than starting with an initial distribu-
tion and control protocol, we are given a desired tra-
jectory of probability distributions Pr(Xdt ) over some
time interval t ∈ [0, τ ], a distribution trajectory, and are
tasked to determine the control protocol that yields the
trajectory? This challenge—the inverse problem of re-
constructing dynamical equations of motion from distri-
butions over trajectories—falls within purview of state-
space reconstruction [19, 20] and computational mechan-
ics [21] which provide principled approaches for inferring
generators of observed time series. Broadly speaking, our
challenge here is to reconstruct dynamical equations of
motion for evolving distributions that perform computa-
tions and, then, to show how the work cost relates to
the computation’s effectiveness. The setting here is both
more constrained and more challenging than state-space
reconstruction.
Generally, as with most inverse problems, determining
the control protocol from a distribution trajectory does
not lead to a unique solution. Many alternate dynamics
can generate the same observed distributions [22]. How-
ever, Appendix A shows, for the specific case of over-
damped Fokker-Planck dynamics in a single dimension
4X = R, that the distribution trajectory Pr(Xdt ) uniquely
determines the control protocol V (x, t) up to a baseline
energy E(t) that is constant in position and so adds no
force. Moreover, if Pr(Xdt ) characterizes our desired com-
putation then, up to a readily-recovered change in base-
line energy E(τ)−E(0), the work is uniquely determined
for that computation. Thus, by designing a single pro-
tocol that guides the system along the desired distribu-
tion trajectory, we find both the unique protocol and the
unique work investment required for that trajectory.
When τ is much larger than the system’s relaxation
timescale τ eq, a control protocol can be determined by
assuming the system remains approximately in equilib-
rium at all times: Pr(Xt = x) ≈ Pr(Xeqt = x). This qua-
sistatic (adiabatic) control protocol is determined from
the quasistatic potential :
V Q(x, t) ≡ F eq(t)− kBT ln Pr(Xdt = x) , (6)
where the equilibrium free energy:






is the baseline energy E(t). Note that Pr(Xdt ) is the
equilibrium distribution corresponding to V Q(x, t), see
Eq. (4). In the large-τ case, the system follows this equi-
librium distribution, as shown in Fig. 1, and the qua-
sistatic protocol provides the unique solution to our con-
trol problem. Moreover, the work invested is the change
in equilibrium free energy:
〈WQ〉 = ∆F eq . (8)
If, however, τ is not much larger than τ eq, then evolu-
tion under the quasistatic potential V Q(x, t), defined by
Eq. (6), does not drive the system along the desired tra-
jectory distribution Pr(Xdt ). Rather, the actual distribu-
tion Pr(Xt) deviates from the desired distribution as the
system is pushed away from equilibrium. Recent work
[11] describes how to construct a counterdiabatic protocol
that achieves the desired evolution, Pr(Xt) = Pr(X
d
t ), for
all t ∈ (0, τ). In this approach the overdamped system
evolves under a potential:
V (x, t) = V Q(x, t) + V CD(x, t) , (9)
which consists of both the quasistatic term V Q(x, t) and a
counterdiabatic potential V CD(x, t), constructed to guar-
antee that the actual distribution tracks the desired dis-
tribution, Pr(Xt) = Pr(X
d
t ), as illustrated in Fig. 1.
By Eq. (6) Pr(Xdt ) is the equilibrium distribution cor-
responding to the quasistatic potential V Q(x, t), but it
is not the equilibrium distribution corresponding to the
total potential V (x, t) given by Eq. (9). Thus, when
the system evolves under the counterdiabatic protocol,
it is out of equilibrium with respect to the instanta-
neous potential V (x, t) at intermediate times t ∈ (0, τ).
However, to ensure that the system starts and ends
in equilibrium, we choose Pr(Xdt ) such that ∂t Pr(X
d
t )
vanishes at the start and end of the protocol. This
way the counterdiabatic potential vanishes at the end-
points of the protocol: V CD(x, t = 0, τ) = 0. And so,
the potential energy becomes the quasistatic potential
V (x, t = 0, τ) = V Q(x, t = 0, τ), as shown in Fig. 1.
B. Counterdiabatic Control of Stochastic Systems
Reference [11] showed that the counterdiabatic poten-
tial V CD(x, t) is constructed from the desired distribu-
tion Pr(Xdt ) by integrating a velocity flow field v(x, t),
defined shortly:





The lower limit of integration is set to 0 for convenience.
In fact, it may take any value, as the physics is unchanged
by the addition of an arbitrary function f(t) to the po-















Combining results, we have, explicitly:














for t ∈ (0, τ). For t /∈ (0, τ) we set V CD(x, t) = 0, hence
V (x, t) = V Q(x, t) outside of the control interval. As
a result, the system begins in the equilibrium distribu-
tion at t = 0 and it ends (and subsequently remains) in
equilibrium at t ≥ τ .
Since the potential energy V (x, t) consists of qua-
sistatic and counterdiabatic terms, we can similarly de-
















(B) 0 < t < ⌧
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<latexit sha1_base64="2O8WM0Avuj5oD7Xh/NornVy3pj0=">AA ACInicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrvk5eBoOgl2RXBL0IQS8eFYwJZEOYnXR0cPbBTG8wLPFfBE/6J97Ek+B3eHay8eCrYKC6qotpKkiUNOS6b87E 5NT0zGxhrji/sLi0XFpZvTRxqgXWRaxi3Qy4QSUjrJMkhc1EIw8DhY3g5mTkN/qojYyjCxok2A75VSR7UnCyUqe04RPeUrZzsjtkd4zYEf OJp51S2a24Odhf4n2Rcm0dcpx1Sh9+NxZpiBEJxY1peW5C7YxrkkLhsOinBhMubvgVtiyNeIimneXnD9m2VbqsF2v7ImK5+j2R8dCYQRjY zZDTtfntjcT/vFZKvcN2JqMkJYzE+KNeqhjFbNQF60qNgtTAEi60tLcycc01F2QbK/p5MKvWjZ2q1ohN1WhRFSHaIQg09oe2KO93LX/J5V 7Fcyve+X65djxuDAqwCVuwAx4cQA1O4QzqICCDe3iEJ+fBeXZenNfx6oTzlVmDH3DePwGVUqPF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2O8WM0Avuj5oD7Xh/NornVy3pj0=">AA ACInicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrvk5eBoOgl2RXBL0IQS8eFYwJZEOYnXR0cPbBTG8wLPFfBE/6J97Ek+B3eHay8eCrYKC6qotpKkiUNOS6b87E 5NT0zGxhrji/sLi0XFpZvTRxqgXWRaxi3Qy4QSUjrJMkhc1EIw8DhY3g5mTkN/qojYyjCxok2A75VSR7UnCyUqe04RPeUrZzsjtkd4zYEf OJp51S2a24Odhf4n2Rcm0dcpx1Sh9+NxZpiBEJxY1peW5C7YxrkkLhsOinBhMubvgVtiyNeIimneXnD9m2VbqsF2v7ImK5+j2R8dCYQRjY zZDTtfntjcT/vFZKvcN2JqMkJYzE+KNeqhjFbNQF60qNgtTAEi60tLcycc01F2QbK/p5MKvWjZ2q1ohN1WhRFSHaIQg09oe2KO93LX/J5V 7Fcyve+X65djxuDAqwCVuwAx4cQA1O4QzqICCDe3iEJ+fBeXZenNfx6oTzlVmDH3DePwGVUqPF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2O8WM0Avuj5oD7Xh/NornVy3pj0=">AA ACInicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrvk5eBoOgl2RXBL0IQS8eFYwJZEOYnXR0cPbBTG8wLPFfBE/6J97Ek+B3eHay8eCrYKC6qotpKkiUNOS6b87E 5NT0zGxhrji/sLi0XFpZvTRxqgXWRaxi3Qy4QSUjrJMkhc1EIw8DhY3g5mTkN/qojYyjCxok2A75VSR7UnCyUqe04RPeUrZzsjtkd4zYEf OJp51S2a24Odhf4n2Rcm0dcpx1Sh9+NxZpiBEJxY1peW5C7YxrkkLhsOinBhMubvgVtiyNeIimneXnD9m2VbqsF2v7ImK5+j2R8dCYQRjY zZDTtfntjcT/vFZKvcN2JqMkJYzE+KNeqhjFbNQF60qNgtTAEi60tLcycc01F2QbK/p5MKvWjZ2q1ohN1WhRFSHaIQg09oe2KO93LX/J5V 7Fcyve+X65djxuDAqwCVuwAx4cQA1O4QzqICCDe3iEJ+fBeXZenNfx6oTzlVmDH3DePwGVUqPF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q73prr/Ltgfo+ZAJML3uGCstisY=">AA ACInicbVDJSgNBFOyJW4xbVDx5aQxCvCQzIuhFCObiMYJZIBNCT+cladKz0P0mGIb4L4In/RNv4knwOzzbWQ6aWNBQr+oV/SgvkkKjbX9a qZXVtfWN9GZma3tndy+7f1DTYaw4VHkoQ9XwmAYpAqiiQAmNSAHzPQl1b1Ce+PUhKC3C4B5HEbR81gtEV3CGRmpnj1yEB0zy5bMxfaRIr6 mLLG5nc3bBnoIuE2dOcmSOSjv77XZCHvsQIJdM66ZjR9hKmELBJYwzbqwhYnzAetA0NGA+6FYyPX9MT43Sod1QmRcgnaq/EwnztR75ntn0 Gfb1ojcR//OaMXavWokIohgh4LOPurGkGNJJF7QjFHCUI0MYV8LcSnmfKcbRNJZxp8GkWNVmKhoj1EWteJH7YAbPUzAcm6KcxVqWSe284N gF5+4iV7qZV5Ymx+SE5IlDLkmJ3JIKqRJOEvJEXsir9Wy9We/Wx2w1Zc0zh+QPrK8fF2ajcQ==</latexit>
Nonequilibrium
<latexit sha1_ base64="q5s3ahcj8EsOQ2xYtK gy1UrDIf0=">AAACInicbVDLSit BFDzj62p85fpYuRkMgqtkRoTrM lw3rkTBqJCE0NM50cZ+jN1ngmHI xwiu9E/ciSvB73BtZ+LCV0FDna pT9KGSVApHUfQSTExOTc/8mZ0rz S8sLi2X/66cOpNZjg1upLHnCXM ohcYGCZJ4nlpkKpF4llztj/yzPl onjD6hQYptxS606AnOyEud8nqL 8IbyQ6PxOhNSJFZkatgpV6JqVCD 8SeIPUqmvQYGjTvmt1TU8U6iJS +ZcM45SaufMkuASh6VW5jBl/Ipd YNNTzRS6dl6cPwy3vNINe8b6py ks1M+JnCnnBirxm4rRpfvujcTfv GZGvb12LnSaEWo+/qiXyZBMOOo i7AqLnOTAE8at8LeG/JJZxsk3Vm oVwbzWcH6qecO4mrO8xhX6IUks 9kdFxd9r+UlOd6pxVI2Pdyv1/+P GYBY2YBO2IYZ/UIcDOIIGcMjhF u7hIbgLHoOn4Hm8OhF8ZFbhC4LX d9Bopa8=</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="q5s3ahcj8EsOQ2xYtK gy1UrDIf0=">AAACInicbVDLSit BFDzj62p85fpYuRkMgqtkRoTrM lw3rkTBqJCE0NM50cZ+jN1ngmHI xwiu9E/ciSvB73BtZ+LCV0FDna pT9KGSVApHUfQSTExOTc/8mZ0rz S8sLi2X/66cOpNZjg1upLHnCXM ohcYGCZJ4nlpkKpF4llztj/yzPl onjD6hQYptxS606AnOyEud8nqL 8IbyQ6PxOhNSJFZkatgpV6JqVCD 8SeIPUqmvQYGjTvmt1TU8U6iJS +ZcM45SaufMkuASh6VW5jBl/Ipd YNNTzRS6dl6cPwy3vNINe8b6py ks1M+JnCnnBirxm4rRpfvujcTfv GZGvb12LnSaEWo+/qiXyZBMOOo i7AqLnOTAE8at8LeG/JJZxsk3Vm oVwbzWcH6qecO4mrO8xhX6IUks 9kdFxd9r+UlOd6pxVI2Pdyv1/+P GYBY2YBO2IYZ/UIcDOIIGcMjhF u7hIbgLHoOn4Hm8OhF8ZFbhC4LX d9Bopa8=</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="q5s3ahcj8EsOQ2xYtK gy1UrDIf0=">AAACInicbVDLSit BFDzj62p85fpYuRkMgqtkRoTrM lw3rkTBqJCE0NM50cZ+jN1ngmHI xwiu9E/ciSvB73BtZ+LCV0FDna pT9KGSVApHUfQSTExOTc/8mZ0rz S8sLi2X/66cOpNZjg1upLHnCXM ohcYGCZJ4nlpkKpF4llztj/yzPl onjD6hQYptxS606AnOyEud8nqL 8IbyQ6PxOhNSJFZkatgpV6JqVCD 8SeIPUqmvQYGjTvmt1TU8U6iJS +ZcM45SaufMkuASh6VW5jBl/Ipd YNNTzRS6dl6cPwy3vNINe8b6py ks1M+JnCnnBirxm4rRpfvujcTfv GZGvb12LnSaEWo+/qiXyZBMOOo i7AqLnOTAE8at8LeG/JJZxsk3Vm oVwbzWcH6qecO4mrO8xhX6IUks 9kdFxd9r+UlOd6pxVI2Pdyv1/+P GYBY2YBO2IYZ/UIcDOIIGcMjhF u7hIbgLHoOn4Hm8OhF8ZFbhC4LX d9Bopa8=</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="DSg69ZL+blkIPY1XJ6 JNCAIU64Q=">AAACInicbVDJSgN BFOxxjXGLiicvg0HwlMyIoMegF 08SwSyQhNDTeYmNvYzdb4JhyMcI nvRPvIknwe/wbGc5aGJBQ72qV/ Sjolhwi0Hw6S0sLi2vrGbWsusbm 1vbuZ3dqtWJYVBhWmhTj6gFwRV UkKOAemyAykhALbq/HPm1PhjLtb rFQQwtSXuKdzmj6KR2br+J8Ijp tVbwkHDBI8MTOWzn8kEhGMOfJ+G U5MkU5Xbuu9nRLJGgkAlqbSMMY myl1CBnAobZZmIhpuye9qDhqKIS bCsdnz/0j5zS8bvauKfQH6u/Ey mV1g5k5DYlxTs7643E/7xGgt3zV spVnCAoNvmomwgftT/qwu9wAwz FwBHKDHe3+uyOGsrQNZZtjoNpsW LdVHSGtkVrWJFJcEMUGeiPigpn a5kn1ZNCGBTCm9N86WJaWYYckEN yTEJyRkrkipRJhTCSkifyQl69Z +/Ne/c+JqsL3jSzR/7A+/oBUnyl Ww==</latexit>
Equilibrium
<latexit sha1_ base64="pe2cS6/Th3tGL0xmd2 HwMMSUzHw=">AAACH3icbVDLSgN BEOz1GeMrRm9eFoPgKdkVQY9BE TxGMBpIQpiddHRwZned6Q0JS35F 8KR/4k285kc8O9nkoMaCgeqqLq apIJbCkOeNnYXFpeWV1dxafn1jc 2u7sFO8NVGiOdZ5JCPdCJhBKUK skyCJjVgjU4HEu+DxYuLf9VEbEY U3NIyxrdh9KHqCM7JSp1BsEQ4o vXxKhBSBFokadQolr+xlcOeJPyO l6h5kqHUKX61uxBOFIXHJjGn6X kztlGkSXOIo30oMxow/sntsWhoy haadZreP3EOrdN1epO0Lyc3Un4 mUKWOGKrCbitGD+etNxP+8ZkK9s 3YqwjghDPn0o14iXYrcSRFuV2j kJIeWMK6FvdXlD0wzTraufCsLpp W6sVPFGpGpGM0rXKEdgkBjf1KU /7eWeXJ7XPa9sn99UqqeTxuDHOz DARyBD6dQhSuoQR04DOAZXuHNe XHenQ/nc7q64Mwyu/ALzvgbI+6k Rg==</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="pe2cS6/Th3tGL0xmd2 HwMMSUzHw=">AAACH3icbVDLSgN BEOz1GeMrRm9eFoPgKdkVQY9BE TxGMBpIQpiddHRwZned6Q0JS35F 8KR/4k285kc8O9nkoMaCgeqqLq apIJbCkOeNnYXFpeWV1dxafn1jc 2u7sFO8NVGiOdZ5JCPdCJhBKUK skyCJjVgjU4HEu+DxYuLf9VEbEY U3NIyxrdh9KHqCM7JSp1BsEQ4o vXxKhBSBFokadQolr+xlcOeJPyO l6h5kqHUKX61uxBOFIXHJjGn6X kztlGkSXOIo30oMxow/sntsWhoy haadZreP3EOrdN1epO0Lyc3Un4 mUKWOGKrCbitGD+etNxP+8ZkK9s 3YqwjghDPn0o14iXYrcSRFuV2j kJIeWMK6FvdXlD0wzTraufCsLpp W6sVPFGpGpGM0rXKEdgkBjf1KU /7eWeXJ7XPa9sn99UqqeTxuDHOz DARyBD6dQhSuoQR04DOAZXuHNe XHenQ/nc7q64Mwyu/ALzvgbI+6k Rg==</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="pe2cS6/Th3tGL0xmd2 HwMMSUzHw=">AAACH3icbVDLSgN BEOz1GeMrRm9eFoPgKdkVQY9BE TxGMBpIQpiddHRwZned6Q0JS35F 8KR/4k285kc8O9nkoMaCgeqqLq apIJbCkOeNnYXFpeWV1dxafn1jc 2u7sFO8NVGiOdZ5JCPdCJhBKUK skyCJjVgjU4HEu+DxYuLf9VEbEY U3NIyxrdh9KHqCM7JSp1BsEQ4o vXxKhBSBFokadQolr+xlcOeJPyO l6h5kqHUKX61uxBOFIXHJjGn6X kztlGkSXOIo30oMxow/sntsWhoy haadZreP3EOrdN1epO0Lyc3Un4 mUKWOGKrCbitGD+etNxP+8ZkK9s 3YqwjghDPn0o14iXYrcSRFuV2j kJIeWMK6FvdXlD0wzTraufCsLpp W6sVPFGpGpGM0rXKEdgkBjf1KU /7eWeXJ7XPa9sn99UqqeTxuDHOz DARyBD6dQhSuoQR04DOAZXuHNe XHenQ/nc7q64Mwyu/ALzvgbI+6k Rg==</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="+9iJ2W/s+/mu7u67Ck 0/6xRftB0=">AAACH3icbVBdSwJ BFJ21L7Mvs8deliToSXcjqEcpg h4N8gNUZHa86uDM7jZzV5TFvxL0 VP+kt+jVP9Jzs7oPpR0YOPece5 jL8ULBNTrO3MpsbG5t72R3c3v7B 4dH+eNCXQeRYlBjgQhU06MaBPe hhhwFNEMFVHoCGt7oLvEbY1CaB/ 4TTkPoSDrweZ8zikbq5gtthAnG 988RF9xTPJKzbr7olJwF7HXipqR IUlS7+e92L2CRBB+ZoFq3XCfET kwVciZglmtHGkLKRnQALUN9KkF3 4sXtM/vcKD27HyjzfLQX6u9ETK XWU+mZTUlxqFe9RPzPa0XYv+nE3 A8jBJ8tP+pHwsbAToqwe1wBQzE 1hDLFza02G1JFGZq6cu1FMC7XtJ nKxgh0WStWZhLM4HkKxklR7mot 66R+WXKdkvt4VazcppVlySk5Ixf EJdekQh5IldQIIxPyQt7Iu/Vqf Vif1tdyNWOlmRPyB9b8B6Xzo/I= </latexit>
Quasistatic
⌧   ⌧ eq
<latexit sha1_base64="PHQY0Cc5mGoP+gWiDmd+6PEgXP4=">AA ACRXicbVA9bxNBEJ3Lp2MgXEi6NCssojTYdyhRXFrQUNpSHEfyGWtvPXZW3vvI7pyFdbJ/Sn4NElXo+RF0KC3ZO7uAhJFWevPejN7sC1Ml DXneT2djc2t7Z7eyV33x8tX+a/fgzZVJMi2wKxKV6OuQG1Qyxi5JUnidauRRqLAXTj8Vem+G2sgkvqR5ioOIT2I5loKTpYZu84QFhF8p72 TcWDtLi0UQ9N+fpzSoniyXy4B4xoLJhBXgy2oYbxdDt+bVvbLYc+CvQa11BGW1h+5DMEpEFmFMQnFj+r5nLXKuraPCRTXIDKZcTPkE+xbG PEIzyMsfLtg7y4zYONH2xcRK9u+NnEfGzKPQTkacbsxTrSD/p/UzGjcHuYzTjDAWK6NxphglrIiLjaRGQWpuARda2luZuOGaC7KhVoNyMW 90je0aVkhMw2jREBHaJgw1zoqg/KexPAdXH+q+V/c7Z7XWx1ViUIFjeAun4MMFtOAztKELAu7gG9zDD+e788v57TysRjec9c4h/FPOn0dW Z7Nu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHQY0Cc5mGoP+gWiDmd+6PEgXP4=">AA ACRXicbVA9bxNBEJ3Lp2MgXEi6NCssojTYdyhRXFrQUNpSHEfyGWtvPXZW3vvI7pyFdbJ/Sn4NElXo+RF0KC3ZO7uAhJFWevPejN7sC1Ml DXneT2djc2t7Z7eyV33x8tX+a/fgzZVJMi2wKxKV6OuQG1Qyxi5JUnidauRRqLAXTj8Vem+G2sgkvqR5ioOIT2I5loKTpYZu84QFhF8p72 TcWDtLi0UQ9N+fpzSoniyXy4B4xoLJhBXgy2oYbxdDt+bVvbLYc+CvQa11BGW1h+5DMEpEFmFMQnFj+r5nLXKuraPCRTXIDKZcTPkE+xbG PEIzyMsfLtg7y4zYONH2xcRK9u+NnEfGzKPQTkacbsxTrSD/p/UzGjcHuYzTjDAWK6NxphglrIiLjaRGQWpuARda2luZuOGaC7KhVoNyMW 90je0aVkhMw2jREBHaJgw1zoqg/KexPAdXH+q+V/c7Z7XWx1ViUIFjeAun4MMFtOAztKELAu7gG9zDD+e788v57TysRjec9c4h/FPOn0dW Z7Nu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHQY0Cc5mGoP+gWiDmd+6PEgXP4=">AA ACRXicbVA9bxNBEJ3Lp2MgXEi6NCssojTYdyhRXFrQUNpSHEfyGWtvPXZW3vvI7pyFdbJ/Sn4NElXo+RF0KC3ZO7uAhJFWevPejN7sC1Ml DXneT2djc2t7Z7eyV33x8tX+a/fgzZVJMi2wKxKV6OuQG1Qyxi5JUnidauRRqLAXTj8Vem+G2sgkvqR5ioOIT2I5loKTpYZu84QFhF8p72 TcWDtLi0UQ9N+fpzSoniyXy4B4xoLJhBXgy2oYbxdDt+bVvbLYc+CvQa11BGW1h+5DMEpEFmFMQnFj+r5nLXKuraPCRTXIDKZcTPkE+xbG PEIzyMsfLtg7y4zYONH2xcRK9u+NnEfGzKPQTkacbsxTrSD/p/UzGjcHuYzTjDAWK6NxphglrIiLjaRGQWpuARda2luZuOGaC7KhVoNyMW 90je0aVkhMw2jREBHaJgw1zoqg/KexPAdXH+q+V/c7Z7XWx1ViUIFjeAun4MMFtOAztKELAu7gG9zDD+e788v57TysRjec9c4h/FPOn0dW Z7Nu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JPn4RxeJv07vPccfLfvwKu4YiOk=">AA ACRXicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifha9ehlIpF4EXaNRo9GLx4hETVhkcwODU6cfTjTSyQb+BS/xsST3v0Ib4arzgIHRTuZpLqqO9VTfiyFRsd5t2Zm 5+YXFnNL+eWV1bV1e2PzSkeJ4lDjkYzUjc80SBFCDQVKuIkVsMCXcO3fn2f6dReUFlF4ib0YGgHrhKItOENDNe2TIvUQHjGtJkwbO0Pzvu fV949ibOSLg8HAQ5ZQr9OhGbgdD8NDv2kXnJIzKvoXuBNQIJOqNO2h14p4EkCIXDKt665jLFKmjKOEft5LNMSM37MO1A0MWQC6kY5+2Ke7 hmnRdqTMC5GO2J8bKQu07gW+mQwY3ulpLSP/0+oJtk8aqQjjBCHkY6N2IilGNIuLtoQCjrJnAONKmFspv2OKcTSh5r3RYlquadOVjRDpsl a8zAMwje8r6GZBudOx/AVXByXXKbnVw8Lp2SSyHNkmO2SPuOSYnJILUiE1wskTeSav5M16sT6sT2s4Hp2xJjtb5FdZX9/YbLMa</latexi t>
⌧ ⇠ ⌧ eq
Counterdiabatic
<latexit sha1_base64="Pyh61 NJCT89c2GKGq/CQhAMplbg=">AAACSnicbVDLbhNBEOw1eeE8MI8b l1EsJC6xdyNQuCBZ5MIxSDiJ5HWs2XE7GXkey0xvhLVafoavQeKUn PgNDkiIC7PrHCBJSyNVV3X1zFSWK+kpjn9ErQcrq2vrGw/bm1vbO4 86j58ce1s4gUNhlXWnGfeopMEhSVJ4mjvkOlN4ks0Pa/3kEp2X1ny kRY5jzc+NnEnBKVCTztuUeMFSLzWr0VlK+JlK/FR9qStNR3uvcxq3 l/ShLQyhm0qeBbuo2pNON+7FTbG7ILkB3cEzaOpo0vmVTq0oNBoSi ns/SuKwvuQurFNYtdPCY87FnJ/jKEDDNfpx2XyzYi8CM2Uz68IxxB r2X0fJtfcLnYVJzenC39Zq8j5tVNDszbiUJi8IjVheNCsUI8vqzNh UOhSkFgFw4WR4KxMX3HERwgibGmPZH/rQ9YNgfd870RcaQ5NlDi+r EFRyO5a74Hi/l8S95MOr7uDdMjHYgOewCy8hgQMYwHs4giEI+Arf4 Aquo+/Rz+h39Gc52opuPE/hv2qt/AX0MrU8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pyh61 NJCT89c2GKGq/CQhAMplbg=">AAACSnicbVDLbhNBEOw1eeE8MI8b l1EsJC6xdyNQuCBZ5MIxSDiJ5HWs2XE7GXkey0xvhLVafoavQeKUn PgNDkiIC7PrHCBJSyNVV3X1zFSWK+kpjn9ErQcrq2vrGw/bm1vbO4 86j58ce1s4gUNhlXWnGfeopMEhSVJ4mjvkOlN4ks0Pa/3kEp2X1ny kRY5jzc+NnEnBKVCTztuUeMFSLzWr0VlK+JlK/FR9qStNR3uvcxq3 l/ShLQyhm0qeBbuo2pNON+7FTbG7ILkB3cEzaOpo0vmVTq0oNBoSi ns/SuKwvuQurFNYtdPCY87FnJ/jKEDDNfpx2XyzYi8CM2Uz68IxxB r2X0fJtfcLnYVJzenC39Zq8j5tVNDszbiUJi8IjVheNCsUI8vqzNh UOhSkFgFw4WR4KxMX3HERwgibGmPZH/rQ9YNgfd870RcaQ5NlDi+r EFRyO5a74Hi/l8S95MOr7uDdMjHYgOewCy8hgQMYwHs4giEI+Arf4 Aquo+/Rz+h39Gc52opuPE/hv2qt/AX0MrU8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pyh61 NJCT89c2GKGq/CQhAMplbg=">AAACSnicbVDLbhNBEOw1eeE8MI8b l1EsJC6xdyNQuCBZ5MIxSDiJ5HWs2XE7GXkey0xvhLVafoavQeKUn PgNDkiIC7PrHCBJSyNVV3X1zFSWK+kpjn9ErQcrq2vrGw/bm1vbO4 86j58ce1s4gUNhlXWnGfeopMEhSVJ4mjvkOlN4ks0Pa/3kEp2X1ny kRY5jzc+NnEnBKVCTztuUeMFSLzWr0VlK+JlK/FR9qStNR3uvcxq3 l/ShLQyhm0qeBbuo2pNON+7FTbG7ILkB3cEzaOpo0vmVTq0oNBoSi ns/SuKwvuQurFNYtdPCY87FnJ/jKEDDNfpx2XyzYi8CM2Uz68IxxB r2X0fJtfcLnYVJzenC39Zq8j5tVNDszbiUJi8IjVheNCsUI8vqzNh UOhSkFgFw4WR4KxMX3HERwgibGmPZH/rQ9YNgfd870RcaQ5NlDi+r EFRyO5a74Hi/l8S95MOr7uDdMjHYgOewCy8hgQMYwHs4giEI+Arf4 Aquo+/Rz+h39Gc52opuPE/hv2qt/AX0MrU8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EQQA5 p7siI7t7f2Kn7tuT5hn2dY=">AAACSnicbVBNbxMxEPWmKQ0phRSO XCyiSlxIdqsiekGqyIVjKpEPKRsirzNJrPhjsWcrotX2z/TXIHGCE 3+DQyXEBW+SAySMZOnNe/PG9ktSKRyG4Y+gclA9fHBUe1g/fnTy+E nj9Gnfmcxy6HEjjR0mzIEUGnooUMIwtcBUImGQLDulPrgB64TRH3C VwlixuRYzwRl6atJ4GyPLaOyEoiX6GCN8xhw+FbdlxfHo1esUx/UN 3TGZRrBTwRJv50V90miGrXBddB9EW9Ak2+pOGvfx1PBMgUYumXOjK PTrc2b9OglFPc4cpIwv2RxGHmqmwI3z9TcLeuaZKZ0Z649Gumb/du RMObdSiZ9UDBduVyvJ/2mjDGeX41zoNEPQfHPRLJMUDS0zo1NhgaN cecC4Ff6tlC+YZdyH4TetjXm753zX9oJxbWd5myvwTZJYuCl8UNFu LPugf96KwlZ0fdG8ereNrEaekxfkJYnIG3JF3pMu6RFO7sgX8o18D 74GP4Nfwe/NaCXYep6Rf6pS/QN2RrTo</latexit>
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FIG. 1. Counterdiabatic control of the energy landscape V (x, t) (solid gray curve) at times along the interval t ∈ [0, τ ] guides
the probability distribution Pr(Xt = x) (dashed blue curve) along a desired trajectory Pr(X
d
t = x) in finite time τ . The system
starts in equilibrium in stage (A) and ends in equilibrium at stage (C), meaning that V (x, 0) = V Q(x, 0) and V (x, τ) = V Q(x, τ)
are the quasistatic potentials for the initial and final distributions, respectively. However, at intermediate times, in stage (B), the
necessary control protocol V (x, t) required to guide the system along the desired distribution changes as we change the speed of
the protocol. If the timescale of equilibration is relatively very small τ eq  τ , then the control protocol must be in equilibrium
with the desired distribution, such that the control potential is described by the quasistatic potential V (x, t) = V Q(x, t), as
shown in the lower half of stage (B). Otherwise, an additional counterdiabatic term V CD(x, t) is added to the potential energy,
which pushes the system out of equilibrium, as shown in the upper half of stage (B).


















= ∆F eq + 〈WCD〉 . (11)
The first term 〈WQ〉 is the amount of work that would
be performed if the protocol were executed quasistati-
cally, i.e., reversibly. This quasistatic work is simply the
change in equilibrium free energy, as follows by direct
substitution of Eq. (6) into the first line above. This
contribution depends only on the initial and final poten-
tial and not on either (i) the sequence of intermediate
distributions or (ii) the duration of the protocol.
The second contribution 〈WCD〉 is the counterdiabatic
work, and it is proportional to the global entropy produc-
tion 〈Σ〉. Specifically, when the system begins and ends
in equilibrium we have [23]:
T 〈Σ〉 = 〈W 〉 −∆F eq = 〈WCD〉 , (12)
where 〈Σ〉 ≥ 0 quantifies the net change in the entropy
of the system and its thermal surroundings.
In Eq. (11), the quasistatic work is fixed and the coun-
6terdiabatic work gives the path-dependent dissipated
work required to complete the transformation in finite
time. Thus, all dependence on intermediate details is
captured by 〈WCD〉. This quantity is our principal focus
and, as we now show, it scales particularly simply with
system size and computation time.
We note that Eqs. (11) and (12), along with the
inequality 〈Σ〉 ≥ 0, generalize to transformations be-
tween nonequilibrium states, with ∆F eq replaced by
the recoverable nonequilibrium free energy, ∆F neq; see
Refs. [2, 24, 25] for details. We will use this generalized
result in Sec. IV when discussing counterdiabatic erasure.
C. System-Size and Computation-Rate
Dependence
A protocol’s duration τ is the time over which the
Hamiltonian varies. For our one-dimensional system,
we define a characteristic system length L reflecting the
extent of the desired probability distribution’s support.
Since we wish to capture only the distribution’s bulk and
not the support’s absolute extent, there are many ways











The particular form is somewhat arbitrary. All we ask is
that L scale appropriately when transforming the distri-
bution. With these definitions in hand, we can analyze
how the protocol and dissipation change under rescalings.
Consider the probability trajectory {Pr(Xdt = x) : t ∈
(0, τ)} and a system of length L, yielding the control
protocol V (x, t) = V Q(x, t) +V CD(x, t). To preserve the
probability trajectory shape while changing the duration
to τ ′ and length to L′, we introduce a new desired tra-
jectory:
Pr(Xd′t = x) = Pr(X
d





This stretches the original distribution’s support by a fac-
tor L′/L and increases the computation rate by a factor
τ/τ ′.
In the expression for the resulting counterdiabatic con-
trol protocol:
V ′(x, t) = V ′Q(x, t) + V ′CD(x, t) ,
we define a new quasistatic potential as the similarly-
scaled version of the original:
V Q′(x, t) = V Q(Lx/L′, τ t/τ ′) .
The associated equilibrium free energy is expressed in
terms of the original free energy:

















+ F eq(τt/τ ′) , (13)
where the third line comes from substituting x = x′L′/L.
Equation (13) implies:
∆F eq′ = F eq′(τ ′)− F eq′(0) = ∆F eq ,
hence the quasistatic work is the same for protocols with
different durations and lengths:
〈WQ′〉 = 〈WQ〉 .
The counterdiabatic contributions, however, yield
meaningful differences when changing system length or
protocol duration. Substituting the rescaled probability
trajectory into the expression for counterdiabatic poten-
tial in Eq. (10), we find:






















τt/τ ′ = Lx
′′/L′)






















V CD(Lx/L′, τ t/τ ′) ,
using the substitutions t′ = τt/τ ′, x′′′ = Lx′/L′, and
x′′′′ = Lx′′/L′. Thus, the counterdiabatic potential
scales as the square of the length of the information
storage device and as the inverse of the protocol dura-
tion. Equivalently, the additional nonequilibrium force
FCD(x, t) = −∂xV CD(x, t) applied to the system scales
as the computation rate and square of the system size.










































































And so, too, the dissipated counterdiabatic work scales
as system length squared and linearly with computation
rate. This work, in turn, is proportional to the entropy










When changing the protocol duration τ → τ ′ and sys-
tem length L → L′ of a desired distribution trajectory
{Pr(Xdt )}, the counterdiabatic control becomes:






















where V Q(x, t) and V CD(x, t) are the original quasistatic
and counterdiabatic potential energies. This leads to the
work investment:




where ∆F eq is the original change in free energy and
〈WCD〉 is the original nonequilibrium addition to work.
Since protocols are uniquely determined by the distri-
bution trajectory, the above scaling relations apply di-
rectly to maximally efficient computations as well. Since
a computation maps an initial equilibrium distribution
Pr(X0) to a final one Pr(Xτ ), there are many compatible
distribution trajectories that evolve continuously from
the initial to the final distribution. A minimally dissipa-
tive distribution trajectory Pr(Xt,min) has a correspond-
ing Vmin(x, t) = V
Q
min(x, t) + V
CD
min (x, t) that yields the
minimum work:
〈WCD〉min = min{〈WCD〉 : Pr(Xd0,τ ) = Pr(X0,τ )} .
Since quasistatic work is identical for all such protocols,
up to an instantly recoverable additional energy, this con-
dition also minimizes invested work.
Changing protocol duration τ → τ ′ and initial and fi-
nal system length—viz., Pr(X ′0 = x) = Pr(X0 = Lx/L
′)
and Pr(X ′τ ′ = x) = Pr(Xτ = Lx/L
′)—we can deter-
mine how the minimally dissipative distribution trajec-
tory changes, as well the minimum dissipation. A natural
guess for the minimally dissipative trajectory is to take
the scaled minimal distribution:










(See Sec. III C.)
If this proposed trajectory is not minimally dissipa-
tive, then there is another trajectory {Pr(X ′t,min)} that
dissipates work 〈WCD′〉min < 〈WCD′〉. However, if this
were the case, then we could reverse the duration and















This is a contradiction, since it states that it is possible to
dissipate less than the minimal dissipation for the orig-
inal computation that evolves the distribution between
Pr(X0) and Pr(Xτ ). We conclude that the spatially- and
temporally-scaled minimally dissipative distribution tra-
jectories are themselves minimally dissipative.
While this does not provide a method for discovering
the minimally dissipative protocol, paralleling other ap-
proaches in the restricted linear regime [7, 26], it shows
how to achieve maximal efficiency given other constraints
on space and time, if one finds the minimally dissipative
protocol in one setting. Moreover, it gives the temporal
scaling of the minimally dissipative control protocol:
V ′min(x, t) = V
Q
min(Lx/L





′, τ t/τ ′) ,
8and of the minimum work production:




This matches independent analyses on the scaling of
dissipated work for optimal control [7]. In contrast, as we
see, the present results apply more generally: without re-
stricting control parameters—all potential landscapes are
allowed—and beyond linear response. This perhaps ex-
plains the puzzle that the results derived assuming linear
response [6, 7] appeared to work outside of those con-
straints. Moreover and constructively, counterdiabatic
protocols allow a control engineer to specify exact start
and ending distributions. The latter must be inferred
from dynamics in other treatments.
In short, counterdiabatic control of Fokker-Planck dy-
namics in one dimension gives precise control over dis-
tributions and yields constructive methods for designing
control protocols. The resulting energetic costs depend
simply on overall system temporal and spatial scales, re-
vealing a tradeoff beyond that between a computation’s
information processing and energy cost.
IV. COUNTERDIABATIC ERASURE
We now apply the counterdiabatic approach to the
paradigmatic example of erasing a bit of information in a
metastable system. The analysis exposes new elements in
the resource tradeoffs that arise in thermodynamic com-
puting.
A. Nonequilibrium Information Storage
The ability to quickly shift probability distributions
in one-dimensional nonlinear Langevin systems gives a
physical way to implement fast logical operations. For
instance, erasure is an essential part of most computa-
tions and can be achieved by controlling a double-well
potential landscape [27, 28]. Landauer stated that era-
sure requires dissipating at least kBT ln 2 of work—a cost
deriving from the microstate space contraction induced
by the logically irreversible operation [1]. This bound is
indeed achievable in the present setting, but only in the
limit of quasistatic operations, where zero entropy is pro-
duced globally. That is, it is achievable only in infinite
time. For finite-time processes, there is additional dis-
sipation and, thus, additional work required for erasing
a bit of information [7, 27, 28]. We will now derive the
same additional cost for finite-time erasure but, depart-
ing from prior treatments, we determine the initial and
final distributions and thus exactly specify the fidelity of
erasure, instead of merely recreating it. This provides a
detailed analysis of thermodynamic resources for a given
accuracy level of information processing. Additionally,
we will design a protocol that gives perfect erasure in
finite time and at finite cost.
The expression for the counterdiabatic potential Eq.
(10) specifies how to design a protocol V (x, t) that main-
tains the distribution Pr(Xt) exactly in a desired distri-
bution Pr(Xdt ) over the interval t ∈ (0, τ). However, we
must also consider how to use the map to informational
states c : X → Y to perform useful and robust compu-
tation. One strategy is to design the energy landscape
such that physical states x ∈ X in one informational state
y ∈ Y rarely transition to different informational states
y′ 6= y. This allows the information processing device to
remain in a passive “default” state while retaining the
information of its computation for long times, regardless
of the outcome. In contrast, if a computation is designed
such that the equilibrium distribution Pr(Xeqt ) exactly
matches the desired distribution Pr(Xdt ) after the com-
putation, with t > τ , then the energy landscape is given
by V (x, t) = F eq(t) − kBT ln Pr(Xdt ) for t ≥ τ . The po-
tential energy characterizes the external configuration of
our memory storage device, and it is through control of
this external configuration that V (x, t) has time depen-
dence.
Thus, the relevant information about the computation
is stored in the external configuration of the memory de-
vice V (x, t) (our control), rather than the actual phys-
ical distribution Pr(Xt). By choosing a default energy
landscape that stores metastable physical distributions,
the computational device can robustly store information
without explicitly encoding the outcome distribution of
the computation in the energy landscape and thus the
external configuration. With metastable information, a
memory device can store information about its input that
is not explicitly encoded in the control parameters.
To experimentally test Landauer’s prediction [1], Ref.
[28] employed a protocol that starts and ends in a sym-
metric double-well potential, where each well is inter-
preted as a distinct mesoscopic informational state: Yt =
0 or Yt = 1. Such a potential stores informational states
determined by the probability Pr(Yt = 0) to realize the
informational state 0. Following this setup, if we start
and end in a symmetric bistable potential:
V (x, 0) = V (x, τ) = αx4 − βx2 , (14)
then, at a temperature T , the equilibrium distribution:




is bimodal; see the blue dashed curve in Fig. 2. While
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FIG. 2. Default energy landscape: A double-well potential
that stores many different distributions Pr(Yt) over the infor-
mational states Yt ∈ {0, 1}. For protocols that process the
information in the distributions over the times t ∈ (0, τ),
the energy landscape is set to be the same at the begin-
ning and end, shown by the gray curve V (x, 0) = V (x, τ).
The equilibrium distribution, delineated by the dashed blue
curve, gives equal probabilities for the informational states:
Pr(Y0 = 0) = Pr(Y0 = 1) = 1/2. This is the initial
distribution for the system Pr(X0) in this case. It stores
H[Pr(Y0)] = 1 bit of information, where H[Z] is the Shan-
non information of random variable Z [29]. The red curve
Pr(Xτ = x) gives unit probability of informational state 0
(Pr(Yτ = 0) = 1) and is the distribution of the system after
an effective erasure protocol. Its Shannon information van-
ishes and so the initial and final distributions represent bit
erasure. The final distribution Pr(Xτ ) is out of equilibrium,
but the energy barrier between the two informational states
keeps it nearly fixed for short times. This distribution, as well
as many other nonequilibrium distributions, are metastable,
and will eventually, slowly relax to equilibrium.
this distribution is exactly stationary (when the poten-
tial is held fixed), we can construct other distributions
that are (temporarily) effectively stationary, such as that
given by the dotted red curve shown in Fig. 2. This has
the same shape as the equilibrium distribution over the
interval (−∞, 0), but vanishes outside. By specifying a
time-dependent bit bias probability Pr(Yt = 0) = b(t),
we fully specify a metastable physical distribution [30]:
Pr(Xmett = x) =
{
p(x) · 2b(t) if x ≤ 0
p(x) · 2(1− b(t)) if x > 0 . (16)
We take this distribution to be our desired distribution
Pr(Xdt ), which in turn defines the quasistatic potential
V Q(x, t).
Figure 2 shows the metastable distributions before
(blue dashed curve) and after (red dotted curve) an era-
sure protocol, where the initial distribution is unbiased
b(0) = 1/2, and the final distribution is totally biased
b(τ) = 1. The energy barrier between informational
states 0 and 1 inhibits large probability flow between the
two local equilibria. That is, these distributions relax
to a global equilibrium very slowly, depending on bar-
rier height relative to kBT [30]. Thus, these metastable
states robustly store nonequilibrium informational states
and provide a basis for information processing by a con-
trolled double-well potential.
B. Counterdiabatic Information Processing
We now consider how to use counterdiabatic driving to
steer the system through a sequence of metastable states
specified by a given time-dependent bit bias b(t), with the
symmetric initial and final energy landscape of Eq. (14).
Despite the symmetric initial and final configurations of
the memory device, this modified counterdiabatic control
allows for b(0) 6= 1/2 and b(τ) 6= 1/2.
Since the initial and final metastable states are out
of equilibrium with respect to the symmetric potential
V (x, 0) = V (x, τ) = αx4 − βx2 (Fig. 2), we must mod-
ify the counterdiabatic protocol described in Sec. III B,
which was developed for transitions between initial and
final equilibrium distributions. Two additional steps are
needed, each a quench, as shown in Fig. 3. (Quench
here means a nearly instantaneous change in the Hamil-
tonian [31], as opposed to a nearly instantaneous change
in temperature, as often intended.) These quenches are
added to make the quasistatic potential V Q(x, t) match
the equilibrium distribution of the desired metastable dis-
tribution Pr(Xmett ) over the open time interval t ∈ (0, τ).
Specifically, for t ∈ (0, τ) we set:
V Q(x, t) = F eq(t)− kBT ln Pr(Xmett = x) .
Hence, at t = 0 the energy landscape undergoes a quench
from the symmetric potential V (x, 0) to the asymmet-
ric potential V Q(x, 0). We then add the counterdiabatic
term:














such that the overall potential becomes:
V (x, t) = V Q(x, t) + V CD(x, t) .
For t ∈ (0, τ) the system evolves through the desired
sequence Pr(Xmett = x), corresponding to the equilib-
rium states of V Q(x, t). At the end of the protocol the
system undergoes another quench, from the asymmetric
potential V Q(x, τ−) to the symmetric potential V (x, τ).
10
Equilibrium
<latexit sha1_ base64="pe2cS6/Th3tGL0xmd2 HwMMSUzHw=">AAACH3icbVDLSgN BEOz1GeMrRm9eFoPgKdkVQY9BE TxGMBpIQpiddHRwZned6Q0JS35F 8KR/4k285kc8O9nkoMaCgeqqLqa pIJbCkOeNnYXFpeWV1dxafn1jc 2u7sFO8NVGiOdZ5JCPdCJhBKUKs kyCJjVgjU4HEu+DxYuLf9VEbEY U3NIyxrdh9KHqCM7JSp1BsEQ4ov XxKhBSBFokadQolr+xlcOeJPyO l6h5kqHUKX61uxBOFIXHJjGn6Xk ztlGkSXOIo30oMxow/sntsWhoy haadZreP3EOrdN1epO0Lyc3Un4m UKWOGKrCbitGD+etNxP+8ZkK9s3 YqwjghDPn0o14iXYrcSRFuV2jk JIeWMK6FvdXlD0wzTraufCsLppW 6sVPFGpGpGM0rXKEdgkBjf1KU/ 7eWeXJ7XPa9sn99UqqeTxuDHOzD ARyBD6dQhSuoQR04DOAZXuHNeX HenQ/nc7q64Mwyu/ALzvgbI+6kR g==</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="pe2cS6/Th3tGL0xmd2 HwMMSUzHw=">AAACH3icbVDLSgN BEOz1GeMrRm9eFoPgKdkVQY9BE TxGMBpIQpiddHRwZned6Q0JS35F 8KR/4k285kc8O9nkoMaCgeqqLqa pIJbCkOeNnYXFpeWV1dxafn1jc 2u7sFO8NVGiOdZ5JCPdCJhBKUKs kyCJjVgjU4HEu+DxYuLf9VEbEY U3NIyxrdh9KHqCM7JSp1BsEQ4ov XxKhBSBFokadQolr+xlcOeJPyO l6h5kqHUKX61uxBOFIXHJjGn6Xk ztlGkSXOIo30oMxow/sntsWhoy haadZreP3EOrdN1epO0Lyc3Un4m UKWOGKrCbitGD+etNxP+8ZkK9s3 YqwjghDPn0o14iXYrcSRFuV2jk JIeWMK6FvdXlD0wzTraufCsLppW 6sVPFGpGpGM0rXKEdgkBjf1KU/ 7eWeXJ7XPa9sn99UqqeTxuDHOzD ARyBD6dQhSuoQR04DOAZXuHNeX HenQ/nc7q64Mwyu/ALzvgbI+6kR g==</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="pe2cS6/Th3tGL0xmd2 HwMMSUzHw=">AAACH3icbVDLSgN BEOz1GeMrRm9eFoPgKdkVQY9BE TxGMBpIQpiddHRwZned6Q0JS35F 8KR/4k285kc8O9nkoMaCgeqqLqa pIJbCkOeNnYXFpeWV1dxafn1jc 2u7sFO8NVGiOdZ5JCPdCJhBKUKs kyCJjVgjU4HEu+DxYuLf9VEbEY U3NIyxrdh9KHqCM7JSp1BsEQ4ov XxKhBSBFokadQolr+xlcOeJPyO l6h5kqHUKX61uxBOFIXHJjGn6Xk ztlGkSXOIo30oMxow/sntsWhoy haadZreP3EOrdN1epO0Lyc3Un4m UKWOGKrCbitGD+etNxP+8ZkK9s3 YqwjghDPn0o14iXYrcSRFuV2jk JIeWMK6FvdXlD0wzTraufCsLppW 6sVPFGpGpGM0rXKEdgkBjf1KU/ 7eWeXJ7XPa9sn99UqqeTxuDHOzD ARyBD6dQhSuoQR04DOAZXuHNeX HenQ/nc7q64Mwyu/ALzvgbI+6kR g==</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="+9iJ2W/s+/mu7u67Ck 0/6xRftB0=">AAACH3icbVBdSwJ BFJ21L7Mvs8deliToSXcjqEcpg h4N8gNUZHa86uDM7jZzV5TFvxL0 VP+kt+jVP9Jzs7oPpR0YOPece5j L8ULBNTrO3MpsbG5t72R3c3v7B 4dH+eNCXQeRYlBjgQhU06MaBPeh hhwFNEMFVHoCGt7oLvEbY1CaB/ 4TTkPoSDrweZ8zikbq5gtthAnG9 88RF9xTPJKzbr7olJwF7HXipqR IUlS7+e92L2CRBB+ZoFq3XCfETk wVciZglmtHGkLKRnQALUN9KkF3 4sXtM/vcKD27HyjzfLQX6u9ETKX WU+mZTUlxqFe9RPzPa0XYv+nE3A 8jBJ8tP+pHwsbAToqwe1wBQzE1 hDLFza02G1JFGZq6cu1FMC7XtJn Kxgh0WStWZhLM4HkKxklR7mot6 6R+WXKdkvt4VazcppVlySk5IxfE JdekQh5IldQIIxPyQt7Iu/VqfV if1tdyNWOlmRPyB9b8B6Xzo/I=< /latexit>
























hWt:0!0+i = F eqt=0+   F neqt=0 hWt:⌧ !⌧ i = F neqt=⌧   F eqt=⌧ 
hWt:0+!⌧ i =  F eqt:0+!⌧  + hWCDi
(A) t = 0
<latexit sha1_ base64="/jcgjlQ2Dfyjj2PLHc nB7OfEMSE=">AAACFnicbVA9SwN BEJ3z2/gVPzqbxSDEJrkTQRsha mMZwSTC5ZC9zcQs2bs9dveEcMR/ IVjpP7ETW1v/iLWbSwo1Diy8eW8 eM/vCRHBtXPfTmZmdm19YXFour KyurW8UN7eaWqaKYYNJIdVNSDUK HmPDcCPwJlFIo1BgK+xfjPTWPS rNZXxtBgkGEb2LeZczaizll88Oy AMx5JS4t8WSW3HzItPAm4BSbQf yqt8Wv9odydIIY8ME1dr33MQEGV WGM4HDQjvVmFDWp3foWxjTCHWQ 5ScPyb5lOqQrlX2xITn705HRSOt BFNrJiJqe/quNyP80PzXdkyDjcZ IajNl4UTcVxEgy+j/pcIXMiIEF lClubyWsRxVlxqZUaOfGrNrQtqt aQeqqVqzKIrRNGCq8H9qgvL+xT IPmYcVzK97VUal2Pk4MlmAX9qAM HhxDDS6hDg1gIOERnuHFeXJenT fnfTw640w82/CrnI9v19menw==< /latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="/jcgjlQ2Dfyjj2PLHc nB7OfEMSE=">AAACFnicbVA9SwN BEJ3z2/gVPzqbxSDEJrkTQRsha mMZwSTC5ZC9zcQs2bs9dveEcMR/ IVjpP7ETW1v/iLWbSwo1Diy8eW8 eM/vCRHBtXPfTmZmdm19YXFour KyurW8UN7eaWqaKYYNJIdVNSDUK HmPDcCPwJlFIo1BgK+xfjPTWPS rNZXxtBgkGEb2LeZczaizll88Oy AMx5JS4t8WSW3HzItPAm4BSbQf yqt8Wv9odydIIY8ME1dr33MQEGV WGM4HDQjvVmFDWp3foWxjTCHWQ 5ScPyb5lOqQrlX2xITn705HRSOt BFNrJiJqe/quNyP80PzXdkyDjcZ IajNl4UTcVxEgy+j/pcIXMiIEF lClubyWsRxVlxqZUaOfGrNrQtqt aQeqqVqzKIrRNGCq8H9qgvL+xT IPmYcVzK97VUal2Pk4MlmAX9qAM HhxDDS6hDg1gIOERnuHFeXJenT fnfTw640w82/CrnI9v19menw==< /latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="/jcgjlQ2Dfyjj2PLHc nB7OfEMSE=">AAACFnicbVA9SwN BEJ3z2/gVPzqbxSDEJrkTQRsha mMZwSTC5ZC9zcQs2bs9dveEcMR/ IVjpP7ETW1v/iLWbSwo1Diy8eW8 eM/vCRHBtXPfTmZmdm19YXFour KyurW8UN7eaWqaKYYNJIdVNSDUK HmPDcCPwJlFIo1BgK+xfjPTWPS rNZXxtBgkGEb2LeZczaizll88Oy AMx5JS4t8WSW3HzItPAm4BSbQf yqt8Wv9odydIIY8ME1dr33MQEGV WGM4HDQjvVmFDWp3foWxjTCHWQ 5ScPyb5lOqQrlX2xITn705HRSOt BFNrJiJqe/quNyP80PzXdkyDjcZ IajNl4UTcVxEgy+j/pcIXMiIEF lClubyWsRxVlxqZUaOfGrNrQtqt aQeqqVqzKIrRNGCq8H9qgvL+xT IPmYcVzK97VUal2Pk4MlmAX9qAM HhxDDS6hDg1gIOERnuHFeXJenT fnfTw640w82/CrnI9v19menw==< /latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="JUD55IIu6dgNwTDDjj q1tAlbQBA=">AAACFnicbVDLSgM xFM3UV62vqks3wSLUTTsjgm6Eq huXFewD2lIy6Z02NJkMSaZQhvoX giv9E3fi1q0/4tp02oW2Xgice84 93JvjR5xp47pfTmZldW19I7uZ2 9re2d3L7x/UtYwVhRqVXKqmTzRw FkLNMMOhGSkgwufQ8Ie3U70xAq WZDB/MOIKOIP2QBYwSY6lW8foUP 2KDr7DbzRfckpsWXgbeHBTQvKr d/He7J2ksIDSUE61bnhuZTkKUYZ TDJNeONUSEDkkfWhaGRIDuJOnJ E3ximR4OpLIvNDhlfzsSIrQeC99 OCmIGelGbkv9prdgEl52EhVFsIK SzRUHMsZF4+n/cYwqo4WMLCFXM 3orpgChCjU0p106NSbmmbVe2gtR lrWiZCrCN7ysYTWxQ3mIsy6B+V vLcknd/XqjczCPLoiN0jIrIQxeo gu5QFdUQRRI9oRf06jw7b8678z EbzThzzyH6U87nD1ntnks=</lat exit>
(C) 0+ < t < ⌧ 
<latexit sha1_base64="g1xGO pEwhc98TO9aES4v0zhG6L0=">AAACI3icbVDJSgNBEK1xN25xwYuX xiAoYjIjgh48BL14jGBUSGLo6VRMY89Cd40Qxvgxgif9E2/ixYO/4 dnOJAe3goJX79WjiufHShpy3XdnZHRsfGJyajo3Mzs3v5BfXDo3Ua IFVkWkIn3pc4NKhlglSQovY4088BVe+DfHff3iFrWRUXhG3RgbAb8O ZVsKTpZq5lc3j7fYPXOvttkhI9t14snVTjNfcItuVuwv8IagUF6Br CrN/Ge9FYkkwJCE4sbUPDemRso1SaGwl6snBmMubvg11iwMeYCmkW b/99iGZVqsHWnbIbGM/e5IeWBMN/DtZsCpY35rffI/rZZQ+6CRyjB OCEMxONROFKOI9cNgLalRkOpawIWW9lcmOlxzQTayXD0zpqWqsVPJ CpEpGS1KIkA7+L7G254Nyvsdy19wvlv03KJ3ulcoHw0SgylYg3XYB A/2oQwnUIEqCLiDB3iCZ+fReXFenbfB6ogz9CzDj3I+vgBpuaJ1</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g1xGO pEwhc98TO9aES4v0zhG6L0=">AAACI3icbVDJSgNBEK1xN25xwYuX xiAoYjIjgh48BL14jGBUSGLo6VRMY89Cd40Qxvgxgif9E2/ixYO/4 dnOJAe3goJX79WjiufHShpy3XdnZHRsfGJyajo3Mzs3v5BfXDo3Ua IFVkWkIn3pc4NKhlglSQovY4088BVe+DfHff3iFrWRUXhG3RgbAb8O ZVsKTpZq5lc3j7fYPXOvttkhI9t14snVTjNfcItuVuwv8IagUF6Br CrN/Ge9FYkkwJCE4sbUPDemRso1SaGwl6snBmMubvg11iwMeYCmkW b/99iGZVqsHWnbIbGM/e5IeWBMN/DtZsCpY35rffI/rZZQ+6CRyjB OCEMxONROFKOI9cNgLalRkOpawIWW9lcmOlxzQTayXD0zpqWqsVPJ CpEpGS1KIkA7+L7G254Nyvsdy19wvlv03KJ3ulcoHw0SgylYg3XYB A/2oQwnUIEqCLiDB3iCZ+fReXFenbfB6ogz9CzDj3I+vgBpuaJ1</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g1xGO pEwhc98TO9aES4v0zhG6L0=">AAACI3icbVDJSgNBEK1xN25xwYuX xiAoYjIjgh48BL14jGBUSGLo6VRMY89Cd40Qxvgxgif9E2/ixYO/4 dnOJAe3goJX79WjiufHShpy3XdnZHRsfGJyajo3Mzs3v5BfXDo3Ua IFVkWkIn3pc4NKhlglSQovY4088BVe+DfHff3iFrWRUXhG3RgbAb8O ZVsKTpZq5lc3j7fYPXOvttkhI9t14snVTjNfcItuVuwv8IagUF6Br CrN/Ge9FYkkwJCE4sbUPDemRso1SaGwl6snBmMubvg11iwMeYCmkW b/99iGZVqsHWnbIbGM/e5IeWBMN/DtZsCpY35rffI/rZZQ+6CRyjB OCEMxONROFKOI9cNgLalRkOpawIWW9lcmOlxzQTayXD0zpqWqsVPJ CpEpGS1KIkA7+L7G254Nyvsdy19wvlv03KJ3ulcoHw0SgylYg3XYB A/2oQwnUIEqCLiDB3iCZ+fReXFenbfB6ogz9CzDj3I+vgBpuaJ1</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gZ1An nyad7OEHnu4IX+WGRhS6os=">AAACI3icbVDLSgNBEJz1bXytCl68 DAZBEZNdEfTgIZiLxwjmAUkMs5NOMmT2wUyvENb4MYIn/RNv4sWDv +HZSbIHjTY0VFd10U15kRQaHefDmpmdm19YXFrOrKyurW/Ym1sVHc aKQ5mHMlQ1j2mQIoAyCpRQixQw35NQ9frFkV69A6VFGNzgIIKmz7qB 6AjO0FAte+egeEgfqHN7RC8omm4gi2+PW3bWyTnjon+Bm4IsSavUs r8a7ZDHPgTIJdO67joRNhOmUHAJw0wj1hAx3mddqBsYMB90Mxn/P6 T7hmnTTqhMB0jH7E9HwnytB75nNn2GPT2tjcj/tHqMnfNmIoIoRgj 45FAnlhRDOgqDtoUCjnJgAONKmF8p7zHFOJrIMo2xMcmXtZnyRgh1 Xiue5z6YwfMU3A1NUO50LH9B5STnOjn3+jRbuEwjWyK7ZI8cEJeck QK5IiVSJpzck0fyTF6sJ+vVerPeJ6szVurZJr/K+vwG676iIQ==</ latexit>
(E) t = ⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="1PGiON2p4gZK1Sai8e6xvTlbeyU=">AA ACHHicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMj8XHzMhiEeEl2RdCLEBTBYwSjgSSE2UlHB2cfzPQGwhJ/RPCkf+JNvAr+iGcnmxx8FQxUV3UxTfmxkoZc98OZ mZ2bX1jMLeWXV1bXCsX1jSsTJVpgQ0Qq0k2fG1QyxAZJUtiMNfLAV3jt352O/esBaiOj8JKGMXYCfhPKvhScrNQtFspne4zdM2LHrE086R ZLbsXNwP4Sb0pKtS3IUO8WP9u9SCQBhiQUN6bluTF1Uq5JCoWjfDsxGHNxx2+wZWnIAzSdNDt8xHat0mP9SNsXEsvU74mUB8YMA99uBpxu zW9vLP7ntRLqH3VSGcYJYSgmH/UTxShi4xZYT2oUpIaWcKGlvZWJW665INtVvp0F02rD2KlqjchUjRZVEaAdfF/jYGSL8n7X8pdc7Vc8t+J dHJRqJ5PGIAfbsANl8OAQanAOdWiAgAQe4AmenUfnxXl13iarM840swk/4Lx/AZr4oJI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1PGiON2p4gZK1Sai8e6xvTlbeyU=">AA ACHHicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMj8XHzMhiEeEl2RdCLEBTBYwSjgSSE2UlHB2cfzPQGwhJ/RPCkf+JNvAr+iGcnmxx8FQxUV3UxTfmxkoZc98OZ mZ2bX1jMLeWXV1bXCsX1jSsTJVpgQ0Qq0k2fG1QyxAZJUtiMNfLAV3jt352O/esBaiOj8JKGMXYCfhPKvhScrNQtFspne4zdM2LHrE086R ZLbsXNwP4Sb0pKtS3IUO8WP9u9SCQBhiQUN6bluTF1Uq5JCoWjfDsxGHNxx2+wZWnIAzSdNDt8xHat0mP9SNsXEsvU74mUB8YMA99uBpxu zW9vLP7ntRLqH3VSGcYJYSgmH/UTxShi4xZYT2oUpIaWcKGlvZWJW665INtVvp0F02rD2KlqjchUjRZVEaAdfF/jYGSL8n7X8pdc7Vc8t+J dHJRqJ5PGIAfbsANl8OAQanAOdWiAgAQe4AmenUfnxXl13iarM840swk/4Lx/AZr4oJI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1PGiON2p4gZK1Sai8e6xvTlbeyU=">AA ACHHicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMj8XHzMhiEeEl2RdCLEBTBYwSjgSSE2UlHB2cfzPQGwhJ/RPCkf+JNvAr+iGcnmxx8FQxUV3UxTfmxkoZc98OZ mZ2bX1jMLeWXV1bXCsX1jSsTJVpgQ0Qq0k2fG1QyxAZJUtiMNfLAV3jt352O/esBaiOj8JKGMXYCfhPKvhScrNQtFspne4zdM2LHrE086R ZLbsXNwP4Sb0pKtS3IUO8WP9u9SCQBhiQUN6bluTF1Uq5JCoWjfDsxGHNxx2+wZWnIAzSdNDt8xHat0mP9SNsXEsvU74mUB8YMA99uBpxu zW9vLP7ntRLqH3VSGcYJYSgmH/UTxShi4xZYT2oUpIaWcKGlvZWJW665INtVvp0F02rD2KlqjchUjRZVEaAdfF/jYGSL8n7X8pdc7Vc8t+J dHJRqJ5PGIAfbsANl8OAQanAOdWiAgAQe4AmenUfnxXl13iarM840swk/4Lx/AZr4oJI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4uakB5/NhaNUiBPUTL1pztlNNQ0=">AA ACHHicbVBNS0JBFJ3Xp9mHVss2QxLYRt+LoDaBFEFLg54KKjJvvOrgvA9m7hPkYX8kaFX/pF20DfojrRv1LUo7MHDuOfcwl+NFUmi07S9r ZXVtfWMzs5Xd3tndy+X3D2o6jBUHl4cyVA2PaZAiABcFSmhECpjvSah7w5upXx+B0iIMHnAcQdtn/UD0BGdopE4+V7w9pfSRIr2iLWRxJ1 +wS/YMdJk4KSmQFNVO/rvVDXnsQ4BcMq2bjh1hO2EKBZcwybZiDRHjQ9aHpqEB80G3k9nhE3pilC7thcq8AOlM/Z1ImK/12PfMps9woBe9 qfif14yxd9lORBDFCAGff9SLJcWQTlugXaGAoxwbwrgS5lbKB0wxjqarbGsWTMquNlPZGKEua8XL3AczeJ6C0cQU5SzWskxqZyXHLjn354X KdVpZhhyRY1IkDrkgFXJHqsQlnMTkibyQV+vZerPerY/56oqVZg7JH1ifPx0MoD4=</latexit>
(B) t = 0+
<latexit sha1_base64="YVZDw kFNYykdF5xLlfmzDb4ldyo=">AAACGHicbVDLSgNBEOyN7/iKj5uX wSAoQrIrgl6EoBePEdwkkKwyO+nVwdmHM7NCWOJvCJ70T7yJV2/+i Gcnmxw0sWCguqqLacpPBFfatr+swtT0zOzc/EJxcWl5ZbW0tt5QcS oZuiwWsWz5VKHgEbqaa4GtRCINfYFN/+5s4DcfUCoeR5e6l6AX0puI B5xRbSRv93SPPBJNToh9tX9dKtsVOweZJM6IlGubkKN+XfrudGOWh hhpJqhSbcdOtJdRqTkT2C92UoUJZXf0BtuGRjRE5WX50X2yY5QuCW JpXqRJrv5OZDRUqhf6ZjOk+laNewPxP6+d6uDYy3iUpBojNvwoSAX RMRk0QLpcItOiZwhlkptbCbulkjJteip28mBWdZWZqsaIVVVJVmUh msH3JT70TVHOeC2TpHFQceyKc3FYrp0OG4N52IJt2AUHjqAG51AHF xjcwxO8wKv1bL1Z79bHcLVgjTIb8AfW5w8MDJ89</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YVZDw kFNYykdF5xLlfmzDb4ldyo=">AAACGHicbVDLSgNBEOyN7/iKj5uX wSAoQrIrgl6EoBePEdwkkKwyO+nVwdmHM7NCWOJvCJ70T7yJV2/+i Gcnmxw0sWCguqqLacpPBFfatr+swtT0zOzc/EJxcWl5ZbW0tt5QcS oZuiwWsWz5VKHgEbqaa4GtRCINfYFN/+5s4DcfUCoeR5e6l6AX0puI B5xRbSRv93SPPBJNToh9tX9dKtsVOweZJM6IlGubkKN+XfrudGOWh hhpJqhSbcdOtJdRqTkT2C92UoUJZXf0BtuGRjRE5WX50X2yY5QuCW JpXqRJrv5OZDRUqhf6ZjOk+laNewPxP6+d6uDYy3iUpBojNvwoSAX RMRk0QLpcItOiZwhlkptbCbulkjJteip28mBWdZWZqsaIVVVJVmUh msH3JT70TVHOeC2TpHFQceyKc3FYrp0OG4N52IJt2AUHjqAG51AHF xjcwxO8wKv1bL1Z79bHcLVgjTIb8AfW5w8MDJ89</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YVZDw kFNYykdF5xLlfmzDb4ldyo=">AAACGHicbVDLSgNBEOyN7/iKj5uX wSAoQrIrgl6EoBePEdwkkKwyO+nVwdmHM7NCWOJvCJ70T7yJV2/+i Gcnmxw0sWCguqqLacpPBFfatr+swtT0zOzc/EJxcWl5ZbW0tt5QcS oZuiwWsWz5VKHgEbqaa4GtRCINfYFN/+5s4DcfUCoeR5e6l6AX0puI B5xRbSRv93SPPBJNToh9tX9dKtsVOweZJM6IlGubkKN+XfrudGOWh hhpJqhSbcdOtJdRqTkT2C92UoUJZXf0BtuGRjRE5WX50X2yY5QuCW JpXqRJrv5OZDRUqhf6ZjOk+laNewPxP6+d6uDYy3iUpBojNvwoSAX RMRk0QLpcItOiZwhlkptbCbulkjJteip28mBWdZWZqsaIVVVJVmUh msH3JT70TVHOeC2TpHFQceyKc3FYrp0OG4N52IJt2AUHjqAG51AHF xjcwxO8wKv1bL1Z79bHcLVgjTIb8AfW5w8MDJ89</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7hhcu oR3QngwS1/Zn9mc+jCtZ0U=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm WISK0M6IoBuh1I3LCk5baMeSSe+0oZmHSaZQhvobgiv9E3fi1p0/4 tp0OgttPRA495x7yOW4EWdSmeaXsbS8srq2ntvIb25t7+wW9vYbMo wFBZuGPBQtl0jgLABbMcWhFQkgvsuh6Q6vp35zBEKyMLhT4wgcn/QD 5jFKlJacUu0EP2KFr7B5f9otFM2ymQIvEisjRZSh3i18d3ohjX0IF OVEyrZlRspJiFCMcpjkO7GEiNAh6UNb04D4IJ0kPXqCj7XSw14o9A sUTtXfiYT4Uo59V2/6RA3kvDcV//PasfIunYQFUawgoLOPvJhjFeJ pA7jHBFDFx5oQKpi+FdMBEYQq3VO+kwaTii31VNFGKCtS0Ar1QQ+u K2A00UVZ87UsksZZ2TLL1u15sVrLKsuhQ3SESshCF6iKblAd2YiiB /SEXtCr8Wy8Ge/Gx2x1ycgyB+gPjM8fjhGe6Q==</latexit>
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FIG. 3. Counterdiabatic information processing in three steps: Distribution Pr(Xt = x) shown with blue dashed curves and
energy landscapes V (x, t) shown by the gray curves. First, the information landscape is instantaneously changed to fit the
starting distribution from stage (A) to stage (B). These share the same distribution but have different energy landscapes.
Second, the counterdiabatic protocol is applied to take the system from the equilibrium distribution at stage (B) to that shown
in stage (D), passing through nonequilibrium distributions driven from equilibrium by the counterdiabatic potential; such as
that shown in stage (C). Third, the last quench step instantaneously takes the system from equilibrium stage (D) to the
nonequilibrium metastable stage (E). All three transitions are labeled with the associated work investment.
In this way, we drive the system through a sequence of
metastable distributions with precise control of the bit
bias b(t).
Although the protocol just described pertains to the
specific case of a double well, the procedure of quenching,
controlling counterdiabatically, and then quenching again
is a general technique for evolving between nonequilib-
rium distributions in finite time. For such a computation,
the total work simplifies to the net change in nonequilib-
rium free energy plus the counterdiabatic work:
〈W 〉 = ∆F neq + 〈WCD〉 , (17)
as shown in Fig. 3. The change in nonequilibrium free
energy is given by the sum of the quasistatic work and the
quenching work [2, 24]. For the metastable distributions
we discussed, where each informational state contributes
the same local free energy, ∆F neq reduces to the change
in the Shannon entropy of the information variable [2]:
∆F neq = kBT ln 2 (H[Y0]−H[Yτ ]) . (18)
Since 〈WCD〉 = T 〈Σ〉 ≥ 0 (see Sec. III B), Eqs. (17) and
(18) lead immediately to a generalized form of Landauer’s
bound:
〈W 〉 ≥ kBT ln 2 (H[Y0]−H[Yτ ]) , (19)
which takes on the familiar form, 〈W 〉 ≥ kBT ln 2, when
starting with fully randomized bits, b(0) = 1/2 and when
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the operation’s fidelity is perfect, b(τ) = 1. As we shall
see, while the Landauer bound cannot be achieved in
finite time, perfect fidelity can be achieved in finite time
with finite work.
The amount of entropy produced, 〈Σ〉 = 〈WCD〉/T , re-
flects the additional cost beyond Landauer’s bound of im-
plementing a computation in finite time. For metastable
erasure in a symmetric double well, this additional cost
depends on duration, system length scale, bit bias differ-
ence, and information lifetime—a measure of information
storage robustness. We have already seen that the value
of 〈Σ〉 scales as the inverse of the protocol duration τ
and the square of the system characteristic length scale
L (Sec. III C). We now show how bit bias difference and
information lifetime lead to additional energy costs.
Metastability simplifies the expression for the coun-
terdiabatic potential, leading to simple relationships be-
tween the work, bit bias difference, and robustness of
information storage. As shown in Appendix B, the coun-
terdiabatic potential can be expressed as a product of
a piecewise-continuous function and a function that de-
pends only on the equilibrium distribution:
V CD(x, t) = h(x)×
{
−∂t ln b(t) if x ≤ 0














and p(x) = Pr(Xeq0 = x) is the equilibrium distribu-
tion for the symmetric, bistable potential of Eq. (15).
This result allows us to design protocols for evolving a
metastable distribution from an initial bit bias b(0) = bi
to any final bit bias b(τ) = bf , given a bistable potential.
For instance, the choices bi = 1/2 and bf = 1 correspond
to perfect erasure, where the system ends entirely in the
left well.
C. Tradeoffs in Metastable Symmetric Erasure
As discussed above, the equilibrium distribution p(x)
and bit bias b(t) determine both the desired metastable
distribution trajectory of Eq. (16) and the counterdia-
batic potential of Eq. (20) that generates this evolution.
In Appendix B we show that the functions p(x) and b(t)
are multiplicatively separable in the expression for coun-
terdiabatic work. Specifically:





















b(t)− b(t)2 . (21)
This separability entails additional tradeoffs between dis-
sipation, bit bias difference, and information lifetime.
Functional f1 depends on the equilibrium distribution
p(x) which in turn is determined by the bistable poten-
tial V (x, 0). The shape of this potential (e.g., the height
of the barrier relative to the left and right minima) de-
termines the expected “lifetime” of a stored bit, in the
absence of external driving. Thus, f1 contains all the
dependence of the counterdiabatic work on information
storage robustness.
Functional f2 depends on the bit bias trajectory b(t).
One can now entertain a variety of bias trajectories, us-
ing this functional to determine how the counterdiabatic
work changes. However, note that one must restrict to
paths for which the initial and final time-derivative van-
ishes ∂tb(t)|t∈{0,τ} = 0, since ∂t Pr(Xt = x)t∈{0,τ} must
vanish for the counterdiabatic potential itself to be zero
initially and finally.
Note too that f1 and f2 contain the system length and
protocol duration dependence, respectively. If we rescale
the system spatially and the protocol temporally, we ob-





b′(t) = b(τt/τ ′) .








To further separate dependencies, we introduce unit-
less functionals of both bias and the default equilibrium
distribution:
F1[p(·)] = f1[p(·)]/L2 and
F2[b(·)] = f2[b(·)]τ .
F2 captures the difference between initial and final bias
without dependence on computation rate. F1 captures
the depth between left and right wells without depen-
dence on the spatial scale, which also affects how long a
bistable system can robustly store information. In short,













FIG. 4. Nonlinear protocol for driving between initial bit bias
b(0) = bi and final bias b(τ) = bf . The nonlinear protocol b(t)
(blue curve) has zero slope initially and finally such that the







Since F1 and F2 are independent of duration and sys-
tem length, this implies a five-way tradeoff between the
main dependencies of computation: dissipation, dura-
tion, length, F1, and F2. We next study how F1 and
F2 depend on properties of the erasure protocol, leading
to a practical consequence.
D. Perfect Erasure in Finite Time with Finite
Work
Let us consider control protocols for which the bit bias
trajectory is given by:
b(t) = bi cos
2(pit/2τ) + bf sin
2(pit/2τ) . (22)
This schedule takes the system monotonically from
b(0) = bi to b(τ) = bf , as shown in Fig. 4. Since ∂tb = 0
at t = 0 and t = τ , the counterdiabatic potential vanishes
at the initial and final times, except in the special cases
that bi or bf are either 0 or 1.
The counterdiabatic potential in this case is:






− (bf−bi)pi sin(pit/τ)bi cos(pit/2τ)2+bf sin(pit/2τ)2 if x ≤ 0
(bf−bi)pi sin(pit/τ)
1−bi cos(pit/2τ)2−bf sin(pit/2τ)2 if x > 0
.
Note that the explicit dependence on duration factors




FIG. 5. Counterdiabatic potential for the nonlinear erasure
protocol of Fig. 4 which takes a bistable potential well from
an initial bias b(0) = 0.5 to a final bias b(τ) = 0.95. For this
protocol we set τ = 1, µ = 1, kBT = 1, α = 1, and β = 2.
The counterdiabatic potential vanishes at the beginning and
end, so that the system begins and ends in equilibrium.
h(x) numerically, Fig. 5 plots the counterdiabatic poten-
tial V CD(x, t). The nonlinear protocol begins and ends
with zero counterdiabatic potential, hence the distribu-
tion begins and ends in equilibrium. This guarantees
that when instantaneously changing back to the default
bistable potential landscape, the work investment beyond
the counterdiabatic work equals the change in nonequi-
librium free energy.
Equation (20) indicates that any protocol ending with
all probability in a single well, such that bf = 0 or bf = 1,
has divergent counterdiabatic potentials, since either b(t)
or 1 − b(t) vanishes. A vanishing numerator b˙(t) is no
compensation, since under any number of applications
of L’Hopital’s rule to evaluate convergence the numer-
ator becomes nonzero first; it is the derivative of the
denominator. Despite this, through numerical calcula-
tions, we find that a counterdiabatic potential V CD(x, t)
that starts and ends at zero can perform perfect erasure
in finite time with finite work. If the thermodynamic-
computing designer wishes to avoid a divergent final
potential, they can approach perfectly faithful erasure
asymptotically while keeping the final state in equilib-
rium, because V CD(x, τ) = 0 for all bf 6= 0, 1. As the
final bias bf approaches 1, the resulting work approaches
a constant value but the system approaches perfect era-
sure, as shown in the rightmost plot of Fig. 6.
To study the dependence of dissipated work on ini-
tial and final bias, bi and bf , we substitute the nonlin-
ear bias function, Eq. (22), into functional F2[b(·)]. This
functional is proportional the dissipated work with the
default distribution p(x) and duration fixed. As Fig. 6
shows, starting with an unbiased state bi = 0.5, then
increasing the final bias towards bf = 1.0, the required
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bi = 0.5bi = 0.25bi = 0.0
⌧hWCDi
L2F1[p(·)] = F2[b(·)]:
FIG. 6. Dissipated work to execute a logical operation
changes with initial bit bias bi and final bias bf : Dissipated
work is proportional to F2[b(·)] when the duration τ and equi-
librium distribution p(·) are held fixed. (Left) Initial bit bias
bi = 0.0: as the probability bf of informational state 0 in-
creases the cost of erasure increases steadily to a maximum
at bf = 1.0. (Center) Similar behavior for an initial bias
bi = 0.25. (Right) Fair initial distribution bi = 0.5, demon-
strating a finite cost for perfect erasure (bf = 1.0) in finite
time.
work increases, but not indefinitely. F 2[b(·)] converges
to approximately 0.293, meaning that the protocol can
perform perfect erasure in finite time with finite work.
More generally, Fig. 6 shows for three different ini-
tial biases bi = 0.0, 0.25, and 0.5 that the dissipa-
tion increases with the magnitude of the bias difference
|bi − bf |. However, the contribution of the bias differ-
ence is bounded by the case where the bias difference is
maximal |bi − bf | = 1, for which F2[b(·)] = pi2.
Note that these plots are intentionally designed in a
way similar to Fig. 3 of Ref. [7] and reveal similar depen-
dence on initial and final bias. Quantitatively, the values
are proportional. Reference [7] showed that optimal con-
trol in the linear response regime requires dissipated heat
proportional to twice the square of the Hellinger distance:













Though our chosen bit bias trajectory is not optimal,
as discussed in Appendix B, numerical integration shows
that the contribution to the dissipated work F2[b(·)] ∝
K(bi, bf ). While we do not yet have an explanation of
the correspondence between these two different estimates
of dissipated work in finite time, the results’ similarity is
suggestive. We should point out, though, that other bias
trajectories could be chosen that are not proportional to
the Hellinger distance and may be less dissipative. It
may be a coincidence that our chosen bit bias trajectory
yielded results similar to the linear response analysis of
Ref. [7].
E. Robust Information Storage Requires Work
With a potential V (x, 0) = αx4 − βx2 that stores in-
formation in metastable distributional states, there is a
finite lifetime of that information. In this symmetric dou-
ble well, with one well corresponding to informational
state 0 and the other to 1, the lifetime can be quantified
in terms of the average time 〈τ0→1〉 it takes for a parti-
cle to switch between these states. In the overdamped




|V¨ (x0, 0)V¨ (xB , 0)|
e∆EB/kBT , (24)
where by V¨ (x, 0) = ∂2xV (x, 0) we denote the curvature of
the default potential energy landscape, x0 = −
√
β/2α is
the location of the minimum in the metastable 0 well,
xB = 0 is the location of the barrier maximum, and
∆EB = V (xB , 0) − V (x0, 0) is the height of the bar-
rier above the minimum. The latter is a useful measure
of the barrier’s energy scale and, thus, how robustly the
potential stores information. By explicit calculation we












Note that 〈τ0→1〉 scales as the system length L squared,
due to the V¨ terms in Eq. (24)’s denominator. Beyond
this, the information lifetime is more strongly controlled
by the energy scale of the energy landscape, which can
be characterized by ∆EB . It has nearly exponential de-







Thus, we can capture this dependence by evaluating the
information lifetime and scaling by the length. Com-
paring f1[p(·)] to 〈τ0→1〉 (i.e. F1[p(·)] = f1[p(·)]/L2 to
〈τ0→1〉/L2) reveals an interesting correspondence be-
tween dissipation and information lifetime, as well as
identifying a term that depends on the default poten-
tial’s well depth.
As illustrated in Fig. 7, with increasing well depth
∆EB the bistable distribution becomes increasingly
peaked at the local minima, and the information lifetime
increases nearly exponentially; as predicted by Eq. (24).
Interestingly, f1[p(·)], which is proportional to the ex-
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FIG. 7. Energy barrier dependence: (Top) Changing energy
barrier height ∆EB relative to the thermal energy scale kBT ,
f1[p(·)] and so the required dissipated work increase nearly ex-
ponentially. This corresponds to an increase in the separation
between the distribution in the 0 and 1 states, as shown by the
six distributions along the horizontal axis (Bottom). Increas-
ing ∆EB , greater well separation, leads to more robust infor-
mation storage, as shown by the information lifetime 〈τ0→1〉
(Top). (Center) Moreover, the information lifetime, which
scales just below exponentially, appears to scale at the same
rate as the dissipated energy when the barrier is at least twice
kBT . kBT = 1, α = 1, and µ = 1 for these calculations, while
β is used to change the energy barrier ∆EB as in Eq. (25).
cess work production required during erasure, scales at
roughly the same rate as the information lifetime, if
the length scale is held fixed. As shown in Fig. 7,
the work required to erase increases nearly exponentially
with the height of the energy barrier between the wells
and stays nearly proportional to the information life-
time. The exception to this occurs for very small barrier
heights, where the potential’s equilibrium distribution is
not clearly bimodal and there is nearly unobstructed flow
between the information states.
Thus, for finite-time erasure there is a clear energy cost
to robust information storage, which is multiplicatively
separable from both the bias difference, as well as pro-
tocol total duration τ . Though we described how the
excess work scales as the square of the length scale L,
this dependency is directly contained in the functional
f1[p(·)]. This reinforces the relationship to the infor-
mation lifetime 〈τ0→1〉, which also scales as the inverse
length scale, due to the term
√
|V¨ (x0, 0)V¨ (xB , 0)|. How-
ever, we also see the direct effect of the energy-barrier
height ∆EB through F1[p(·)] and its near proportional-
ity to 〈τ0→1〉/L2.
V. CONCLUSION
Counterdiabatic control is a new tool for thermody-
namic computing that executes precisely-controlled in-
formation processing in finite time at finite cost. It
is implemented via an additional term in the potential
energy—the counterdiabatic potential—which guides the
microstate distribution along a path that results in the
desired computation. We analyzed the work required
for counterdiabatic information processing, developing a
full suite of resource trade-offs. Since, as we showed,
counterdiabatic protocols are the unique control that
guides the system distribution along a desired trajec-
tory, these trade-offs apply broadly to any Hamiltonian
control in overdamped Fokker-Planck dynamics in one
dimension. Other than the expected technical compli-
cations, the overall control strategy will generalize to
higher-dimensional state spaces.
We described how to deploy counterdiabatic proto-
cols in combination with quenching as a general strategy
for finite-time metastable information processing. Since
counterdiabatic control exactly specifies the system’s fi-
nal distribution, it is distinct from previous treatments of
finite-time information processing using geometric con-
trol, which focused on driving an external (thermody-
namic) parameter to a desired value with minimal work.
We showed that the work performed during a counter-
diabatic protocol separates into the change in equilibrium
free energy ∆F eq and the counterdiabatic work 〈WCD〉,
which is also the dissipated work and, thus, proportional
to the protocol’s entropy production. We showed that
〈WCD〉 scales as the inverse of the protocol duration
τ—reinforcing previous analyses of finite-time thermo-
dynamic processes that showed the work required for
information processing increases with computation rate
[6, 7, 26]. We also showed that dissipated work scales
as the square of the system length scale L. That is, it
is more difficult to move distributions long distances in
the same finite time. The time and distance dependence
together imply that going twice as far at the same speed
takes twice the energy, rather similar to locomotive ma-
chines.
We then showed that counterdiabatic protocols can
process information by adding quenching at a protocol’s
beginning and end. Quenching allows rapidly evolving
between nonequilibrium metastable states, which store
information. Applying the approach, we considered a
symmetric double-well system and calculated the work
production for various types of finite-time bit manipu-
lation. This analysis demonstrated that, in addition to
the dependence on length scale and duration, counterdia-
batic work depends on erasure fidelity and information
storage robustness.
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Evaluating the multiplicative component F2[b(·)] of
the counterdiabatic work, we found that the dissipation
increases with the bit bias difference between the ini-
tial and final distributions. More specifically, it is pro-
portional to the Hellinger distance for our chosen class
of control protocols. Given an initial equilibrium and
unbiased metastable distribution, the closer the final
metastable distribution is to giving all-0 informational
states—increased erasure fidelity—the more the opera-
tion costs. However, there is an upper bound on the
dissipated work. Thus, it is possible to perform perfect
erasure in finite time at finite cost. It is also possible to
flip a bit in finite time with finite work, as shown in Fig.
7’s leftmost plot. Perfect fidelity, though, does not mean
results are held indefinitely.
The factor f1[p(·)] in the expression for the counterdia-
batic work depends only on the default equilibrium distri-
bution and so it captures the dependence on information
storage robustness. That is, with increased well depth—
and so metastable state robustness—the dissipated work
increases nearly exponentially. Numerical calculations
demonstrate that work scales at the same rate as the in-
formation lifetime, which is the Kramers estimate [30] of
the average time it takes to jump between wells.
A much richer and more detailed picture of resource
tradeoffs in thermodynamic computing emerges. Most
concisely, the required work decomposes as follows:




Landauer’s Principle for thermodynamic computing, the
first term on the right, is the work required to reversibly
implement a change in metastably-stored information; it
is equal to the change in the physical processor’s nonequi-
librium free energy. Counterdiabatic protocols comple-
ment and extend this principle. They reveal, in the sec-
ond term on the right, an additional cost in the form of
dissipated work that depends on duration τ , length scale
L, bias difference through F [b(·)], energy scale of infor-
mation storage ∆EB through F1[p(·)], and information
lifetime through the product L2F1[p(·)]. The result is
a rather more complete picture of finite-time, accurate
thermodynamic computing.
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Appendix A: Uniqueness of Counterdiabatic
Protocols
Typically, via the Perron-Frobenius operator, the
equations of motion over a space X are used to evolve
the distribution Pr(Xt) over states x ∈ X for a time
interval t ∈ (0, τ) from an initial distribution Pr(X0).
The inverse problem, of determining the equations of
motion from the evolution of states, is more challeng-
ing. For overdamped Fokker-Planck dynamics, Ref. [11]
shows how to determine the counterdiabatic control pro-
tocol V (x, t) = V Q(x, t) + V CD(x, t) directly from the
desired evolution of Pr(Xdt ) and, hence, determine the
equations of motion. The equations of motion are speci-
fied by a changing potential landscape V (x, t). However,
while the counterdiabatic potential is a solution to the
inverse problem, given distribution trajectory {Pr(Xdt )},
such solutions a priori need not be unique. Here, we show
that the counterdiabatic protocol is the unique protocol
that generates the distribution trajectory.
We start by assuming that V (x, t) induces the evolu-
tion of Pr(Xt) over the time interval (0, τ). This means
that it solves the Fokker-Planck equation:











∂2 Pr(Xdt = x)
∂x2
. (A1)
If the potential is not the unique dynamic solving this
equation, then there exists potential energy landscape:
V ′(x, t) = V (x, t) + ∆V (x, t) ,
that also solves this equation with nonzero ∆V (x, t).
That is:











∂2 Pr(Xdt = x)
∂x2
.










Solving for the difference between the two possible solu-
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tions leads to the conclusion that all possible solutions
for the difference have the form:







where C(t) and K(t) can vary with time, but are constant
in the positional variable x. C(t) is an expected and triv-
ial additional component: one can add an additional flat
potential to any protocol without physical consequence
beyond the change in total potential between the start
and end: C(τ) − C(0). However, K(t) corresponds to
an additional force, which can have meaningful affect on
the work invested during a control protocol. Thus, it ap-
pears that there are multiple ways to solve for potential
energy underlying the state dynamics. However, if the
state space X is truly an unbounded spatial degree of
freedom, topologically equivalent to the real numbers R,
then the additional solutions corresponding to nonzero
K(t) are unphysical.
Framed another way, these additional components in
possible alternative solutions correspond to addition to
the force field F ′(x, t) = F (x, t) + ∆F (x, t), where:





and the force is defined F (x, t) ≡ −∂xV (x, t). While the
strength of this force field varies spatially, its sign is the
same for all x at a given time, meaning that the forces
at every point are aligned in the same direction. This
additional force corresponds to an addition to the drift
velocity v′drift(x, t) = vdrift(x, t) + ∆vdrift(x, t), given by:
∆vdrift(x, t) = µ∆F (x, t) ,
where the drift velocity is vdrift ≡ µF (x, t). Finally,
this adds to the probability current J ′(x, t) = J(x, t) +
∆J(x, t). This turns out to be constant over position:
∆J(x, t) = Pr(Xdt = x)∆vdrift(x, t)
= −µK(t) . (A2)
This constant probability current cannot be realized in
an infinite positional variable since, despite locally pre-
serving the probability distribution, probability flows out
at one extreme end of the spatial degree of freedom.
To explicitly prove that an additional constant proba-
bility current is impossible in positional space X topolog-
ically conjugate to the real line R, note that the Fokker-
Planck equation Eq. (A1) is the continuity equation
∂t Pr(Xt = x) = −∂xJ(x, t). There is an integral form of
this equation, which relates the change in probability in
a region [x0, x1] to the probability current through the




dxPr(Xdt = x) = J(x0, t)− J(x1, t) .
In order for J ′(x, t) to satisfy the Fokker-Planck equation,
it must also satisfy ∂t
∫ x1
x0
dxPr(Xdt = x) = J
′(x0, t) −
J ′(x1, t). So far, there is no contradiction, since:
J ′(x0, t)− J ′(x1, t) = J(x0, t)− µK(t)− J(x1, t) + µK(t)
= J(x0, t)− J(x1, t).
However, in the special case with x0 = −∞—the region
of interest is all x ≤ x1—then the only boundary of the




dxPr(Xdt = x) = −J(x1, t)
= −J ′(x, t) .
For this to be true, K(t) must vanish, and so there cannot
be any additional drift term. That is, up to an additional
flat potential C(t), the counterdiabatic control protocols
are the unique way to guide the system along a desired
distribution trajectory {Pr(Xdt )}.
This proof does not preclude additional solutions with
nonzero K(t) if the position variable has circular topol-
ogy on a finite range [x0, x1]. This would mean that x0
and x1 are effectively adjacent such that there can be
probability current at both points. In this case, there
are always at least two boundary surfaces for any region,
so it is impossible to use the integral continuity equa-
tion as above. The additional probability current K(t)
is possible, due to probability flow between x0 and x1,
which was not possible between ∞ and −∞ in the pre-
vious case. However, this additional probability current
corresponds to a force that points in the same direction
along the loop, meaning that system is being driven cycli-
cally. And so, the dynamics cannot be implemented with
Hamiltonian control and must rely on some free energy
resource to be sustained.
Appendix B: Symmetric Metastable Erasure
In metastable erasure, we assume the system is in a
metastable distribution of the initial symmetric equilib-
rium potential V (x, 0) = V (−x, 0) during the entire pro-
tocol. If the two metastable informational states are
Y = 0, corresponding to x ∈ (−∞, 0], and Y = 1, corre-
sponding to x ∈ (0,∞), then we can describe a probabil-
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ity distribution trajectory as:
Pr(Xt = x) =
{
Pr(Xeq = x)2 Pr(Yt = 0) if x ≤ 0
Pr(Xeq = x)2 Pr(Yt = 1) if x > 0
.
We can then reparametrize in terms of the bit bias, that
is the probability of the Y = 0 informational state:
b(t) = Pr(Yt = 0) .
As in Sec. IV A, let p(x) = Pr(Xeq = x) denote the
equilibrium distribution, which inherits the symmetry of
the double well potential:
p(x) = p(−x) .
We then express the evolving metastable distribution as
a function of control parameter:
Pr(Xt = x) =
{
2p(x)b(t) if x ≤ 0
2p(x)(1− b(t)) if x > 0 .
This expression allows us to simplify the counterdia-
batic potential and counterdiabatic work, as follows.


































































































































′′p(x′′) if x > 0
,
where b = b(t) and b˙ = ∂tb(t). The second line follows
from the first, since p(x′′) = p(−x′′).




















V CD(x, t) = h(x)×
{
− b˙b if x ≤ 0
b˙
1−b if x > 0
. (B1)











































































































= f1[p(·)]× f2[b(·)] .
The second line follows from the first since p(x) and h(x)










































Thus, the counterdiabatic work is the product of two
factors: one dependent on the bias trajectory b(t), con-
taining all dependence on erasure fidelity, and the other
dependent on the equilibrium potential p(x), containing
all dependence on information storage robustness—the
information lifetime.
One is tempted to use the functional f2 to find the
bias trajectory that minimizes dissipation. f2 can be






L(b(t), b′(t)) = b
′(t)2
b− b2 .










Integrating these equations of motion, given the con-
straint of starting at initial bias b(0) = bi and ending
at final bias b(τ) = bf would determine the most ther-
modynamically efficient path b(t) for transiting between
different metastable distributions. However, this is chal-
lenging and remains unsolved. So, instead, consider a
simpler protocol.
We choose a bias trajectory:
b(t) = b(0) cos(tpi/2τ)2 + b(τ) sin(tpi/2τ)2 ,
which has vanishing derivative at the protocol’s begin-
ning and end, such that the desired distribution Pr(Xdt )
has zero time derivative at the initial and final times.
This means that the counterdiabatic potential energy is
zero at the protocol’s beginning and end. As a result,
the system is in equilibrium at the beginning and end
of the counterdiabatic step in the protocol. Substitut-
ing this into the expression for f2[b(·)] above, we evalu-
ate numerically, and see that the counterdiabatic work is
proportional to twice Hellinger distance:













Despite not knowing the proportionality, we see that
the maximum of f2[b(·)] occurs when a bit is perfectly
flipped, yielding a multiplicative contribution pi2/τ . Sub-
stituting our chosen bias trajectory into the expression
for optimality in Eq. (B2), we see that it does not satisfy
the equality, and so is not optimal.
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